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Developers extensively use and reuse the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to faster the de-
velopment time and effort. In order to do this, developers need to learn and remember APIs for effectively
using them in their codebase. However, APIs are difficult to learn as they are large in numbers and are
not properly documented and the documentation contains a lot of text to remember. To support developers
learning and using those APIs, this thesis focuses three different studies that (1) enhances the code comple-
tion features of the modern integrated development environments (IDEs), (2) make the online forum code
snippets compilable and (3) annotates the code elements of the dynamically typed programming language
(e.g, JavaScript) by their types.
Towards this direction, we first explore the method name, argument and code completion techniques in
the literature and find that none of them is suitable for completing a full method call sequence which consists
of a name and a list of arguments. Thus we propose a Bi-LSTM based encoder-decoder model with attention
mechanism and beam search, DAMCA that takes all three lexical, syntactic and semantic contexts of a
method call and returns a list of method call sequences as the completion suggestions. Evaluation results show
that the proposed technique outperforms the state-of-the-art method name, argument, code completion and
program synthesis techniques for method call sequence completion. Next, we explore the techniques that are
proposed for resolving the Fully Qualified Name (FQN) of the API element of the online forums code snippets.
We find that the techniques restrict themselves by the locally specific code tokens only. We incorporate
globally related tokens with the local tokens and use likelihood, context similarity, and name similarity to
resolve the API element. Experimental results show that the proposed technique outperforms the state-
of-the-art techniques with faster training. Finally, in our third study, we explore the techniques developed
for statically typed programming languages (i.e, Java) for dynamically typed programming languages (i.e,
JavaScript). The evaluation results show that the techniques performed very poorly for JavaScript. Next, we
investigate the causes and built a technique that leverages Word2Vec, context similarity as the global models
and previous outputs on the same project as a local model. The combination of models outperforms the
technique developed for Java. We then compare the proposed technique with state-of-the-art deep learning
based techniques developed for JavaScript. The experimental results suggest that the proposed technique
has faster training time than the deep learning based technique without sacrificing accuracy. We believe that
findings from this research and proposed techniques have the potential to help developers learning different
aspects of APIs, thus ease software development and improve the productivity of developers.
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Software Development in the real world is hugely dependent on the Application Programming Interface (API)
usages. Developers use and reuse different APIs in their code to fasten the development as well as lessen
the effort of writing those code from scratch [10, 20, 113, 144]. For example, when users want to integrate
map or map related activities in their software, Google Map API1 gives the support to all map and location
related features. These APIs are more like a plug and play tool in the source code. Developers include the
libraries/APIs with their project using either Maven2 or Gradle3 in java, Pip4 or Conda5 in Python, npm6 in
JavaScript and so on, and call their methods that get the ready-made solutions of particular functionalities.
However, such libraries/APIs need to be learned to get the best out of them. For example, a user is
building a ride sharing application, where (s)he needs to collect the route information between the source
and destination from each user’s request. One of the ways to get the route information is shown at Listing 1.1.
1 GeoApiContext context = new GeoApiContext . Builder ()
.apiKey("AIza...").build();
2 DirectionsResult directions = DirectionsApi . getDirections (context , source
, destination ).await ();
3 DirectionsRoute [] routesArr = directions . routes ;
4 System .out. println ( routesArr [0]. summary );
Listing 1.1: An example7 of Google MAP Direction API usages
In the code example at Listing 1.1, there are a number of API elements from Google MAP Direction API
such as GeoApiContext, DirectionsResult, and so on and method calls such as apiKey(”AIza...”), getDirec-
tions(context, source, destination) and so on. To understand how they work, the developer needs to learn
the API elements along with the methods invoked on these elements. Developers, in general, use one of the








First and the most trivial approach is to read the documentation. However, such a learning mechanism is
impractical due to the large volume of APIs. Moreover, the documentation contains a lot of text and it takes
a lot of time to understand the APIs. Furthurmore, Raemaekers et al. [99] found that 47% of libraries in
the Maven central repository do not contain documentation. In summary, half of the APIs/libraries do not
have any documentation and the other half contains long text as documentation which is time-consuming
and impractical for learning.
The second approach to learn APIs is code completion tools. Almost all modern integrated development
environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse8, NetBeans9, IntellIJ10, Microsoft Visual Studio11, Pycharm12, Web-
Storm13 and so on provide the code completion feature. The feature shows a list of completion suggestions
in a popup window so that the developer can navigate and select the code element (s)he is looking for.
For example, whenever the developer writes dot(.) after a receiver variable, Eclipse IDE provides a list of
methods alphabetically defined for the receiver variable as method name completion suggestions. After the
developer selects the desired suggestion, Eclipse IDE completes the method name. A study conducted by
Omari et al. [91] found that code completion actions are repetitive in nature and Murphy et al. [81] found
the code completion is one of the top ten commands used by the developers. Therefore according to the prior
studies, the code completion feature is a very important medium for developers to learn the APIs. Thus, we
are interested to leverage the code completion feature in IDEs to assist the developers to learn and use APIs.
Finally, developers use and explore different online Question-Answer sites such as Stack Overflow14,
Github Gists15 and so on to get the code examples of API usage. A study conducted by Singer [118] shows
that the developers prefer code examples than the documentation to learn the APIs. Whenever a developer
wants to learn the API through the online forums, (s)he explores the API using google search, traverses the
related discussions or code examples in the online forum and posts a question if no suitable discussion or
code example is found. One important drawback of the code examples at the online forums is not being
executable. Horton and Parnin [141] found that only 1% of the Java and C# code examples in the Stack
Overflow posts are compilable. Yang et al. [49] further report that less than 25% of Python code snippets
in GitHub Gist are runnable. One of the solutions in the literature to use and reuse the online forums code
snippets is resolving the type of API elements present at code snippets. Therefore, we are interested to
explore different aspects of type inference/resolving techniques.
In any data-driven technique such as machine learning and deep learning, the performance of the technique
is highly dependent on how we represent the data. As the naturalness and localness of the source code is well










engineering problems using the locally specified code tokens as the context. However, Tufano et al. [129]
found that different representations of source code as context provide better performance for source code
similarity. Nguyen et al. [86] also found the lexical, syntactic and semantic representations of code as context
outperforms techniques that use only local code tokens as the context for code completion task. Therefore,
in our studies, we would like to explore different types of contexts while building techniques that will assist
the developers to learn APIs more effectively.
1.2 Research Problem
Documentation, code completion feature of IDEs and online forums remain the most used means to learn
APIs nowadays. However, such methodologies also raise the following research problems.
• First, the IDEs mostly use the type of the receiver variable as the only information while suggesting
the method name. However, in literature, source code snippets are found repetitive [45] and locally
specific [10, 128]. A number of studies [9, 10, 43, 84–86, 89, 106] utilizes the repetitiveness and localness
properties of the source code to improve the performance of the code completion specifically the method
call completion. However, a method call completion consists of two items: method name completion
and argument completion. The method name completion techniques leave the task of completing
the arguments to the developers. On the other hand, argument completion techniques leave task of
completing the method names to the developers. Finally, code completion techniques that suggest one
code token at a time treat method name and argument as same as the other code elements. However,
method name and argument carry a lot of type information that require more attention. Thus, we find
a lack of study of completing both method names and arguments as a sequence with different levels of
context information.
• Second, the code examples at online forums are not executable. Such characteristic hinders the learning
of APIs. A number of studies [28, 96, 108, 120] attemted to resolve the type of the API element using
either related documentations/discussions or locally specific code tokens. However, the techniques
fail to meet the requirement of the developer due to the unavailability of documentation, informal
nature of the discussion, being too strict to scope rule and being biased to APIs with higher examples.
Furthermore, we find a lack of study that explores the relation of different types of contexts with the
task of type resolving of API element of online forum code snippets.
• Third, the techniques described the previous problems are designed for the statically typed programming
language, Java. However, almost all these techniques claim that they are adaptable for the dynamically
typed programming language such as JavaScript. Unfortunately, there is a lack of study that validates
such a claim. Moreover, only a few studies [42,69,105] are found in the literature that infer the types of
the code elements of the dynamically typed programming language, JavaScript. However, state-of-the-
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art techniques are being deep learning based, we find a lack of study whether a much simpler technique
can be applied for such a problem.
1.3 Discovering Problems and their Solutions
Method call consists of two pieces: a name and argument(s). Modern IDEs complete each piece one by one
where they consider the type of the receiver variable as the context for method name completion, and formal
signature of the method and the related identifiers as the context for the argument completion. However,
the code completion feature being very useful, IDEs fail to meet the requirement of the developers due to
considering a very small amount of context and thus resulting in limited support. Method name completion
techniques such as BMN [20], CSCC [10], APIRec [84] and so on are proposed in the literature that utilizes
the localness property of the source code to suggest the method name to complete. However, they leave the
argument completion task for the developers. On the other hand, a few argument completion techniques
such as Precise [144], PARC [9], and LexSim [66] are proposed too. Similar to earlier techniques, argument
completion techniques expect that developers completed the method name by themselves. Furthermore,
the code completion techniques such as SLP [43], SLAMC [89], DNN4C [86] treat all code tokens including
method name and argument equally. However, method name and argument contain a lot more syntactic and
semantic information than the other code tokens such as for, if, break and so on. Therefore, we are interested
to explore the method call completion as the sequence to sequence learning tasks where a list of method
names and the arguments will be provided to the developers as the completion suggestion. Moreover, we are
interested to consider the lexical, syntactic and semantic context for the method call completion.
While learning APIs from the social online forums, the developers find the code snippets are not ready-
made solutions. These code snippets are incomplete, have no declaration statement (declaration ambiguity),
have no import statement (external reference ambiguity), and API elements have more than one fully qualified
name candidates (name ambiguity). One solution to make the online forums code compilable is resolving
the type of the API element. Studies in the literature show that the type inference for the API elements
is done in two ways. First, API elements are searched in the knowledge base where the documentations
of APIs are stored [28] or API elements are searched within the discussion of the online forum posts [108].
However, documentations are rarely available [99] and discussions at online forums are very informal [120].
Second, the type of the API elements is resolved based on the localness property of the code. However,
such techniques bind themselves within the scope where the target API element exits and fail to resolve the
type properly [96]. Moreover, complicated approach such as statistical machine translation is used which
is computationally expensive and not well for the APIs with the small number of examples in the training
dataset. We are more interested to explore different types of contexts to find the fully qualified name of the
API elements.
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Finally, the techniques proposed for resolving the types of the API elements for statically typed program-
ming language, Java claim that the techniques are adaptable for dynamically typed programming language.
However, there is a marked lack of empirical studies to support the claim. Moreover, type inference is also
important for dynamically typed programming languages. Studies [33, 41, 69, 104] show that type system in
such languages helps to avoid bugs, understands undocumented code, makes code completion more effective
and fixes type issues and semantic errors. Thus a number of techniques [42, 69, 105] have been proposed to
infer the code element for dynamically typed programming language, JavaScript. However, the most recent
two techniques [42, 69] are deep learning based where the study regarding the necessity of deep learning for
such a problem is missing. We are interested to investigate the necessity by building more simpler technique
without sacrificing the accuracy.
1.4 Addressing Research Problems
The previous section briefly describes the systematic investigation that helps to discover the research problems
on learning APIs and provides hints of their solutions. The following three studies have been conducted in
total to address the above-mentioned problems.
• Study 1: Deep API Method Argument Completion
• Study 2: Learning from Examples to Find Fully Qualified Names of API Elements in Code Snippets
• Study 3: Exploring Type Inference Techniques of Dynamically Typed Languages
The following subsections briefly describe each of these studies.
1.4.1 Study 1: Deep API Method Argument Completion
The study defines the method call completion problem as a sequence to sequence learning task. The lexical,
syntactic and semantic contexts of a method call are used as the sequence of input to get a list of method
names along with the arguments as sequences of output. By doing so, the study proposes a neural encoder
decoder architecture based sequence to sequence technique, DAMCA, that uses attention mechanism based
Bi-Directional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) with beam search to recommend a list of method names
with arguments as the completion suggestions. We evaluated the proposed technique with six different state-
of-art method name, argument, and code completion, and program synthesis techniques where we use 10
medium to large subject systems and three different libraries as the dataset. The experimental results reveal
that the proposed technique outperforms all the compared techniques by 5-25% in accuracy and 10-30% in
Mean Reciprocal Ranking (MRR) for both intra and cross-project settings.
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1.4.2 Study 2: Learning from Examples to Find Fully Qualified Names of API
Elements in Code Snippets
This study resolves the type of API elements by finding the Fully Qualified Name (FQN) based on the
context. While doing that, the study proposes a novel context-sensitive technique, called COSTER. The
proposed technique collects source code elements within the top and bottom four lines as the local context as
well as methods invoked on the receiver variable and methods use the receiver variable or the API element
as the parameters as the global context. In training, the technique calculates the likelihood score and builds
an occurrence likelihood dictionary (OLD). Given an API element as a query, COSTER captures the local
and global contexts of the query API element, matches that with the FQNs of API elements stored in the
OLD, and rank those matched FQNs leveraging three different scores: likelihood, context similarity, and
name similarity scores. Evaluation with more than 600K code examples collected from GitHub and two
different Stack Overflow datasets shows that our proposed technique improves precision by 4-6% and recall
by 3-22% compared to state-of-the-art techniques. The proposed technique reduces the training time by a
factor of ten in comparison with the existing state-of-the-art technique, StatType. Extensive analyses on
results demonstrate the robustness of the proposed technique.
1.4.3 Study 3: Exploring Type Inference Techniques of Dynamically Typed
Languages
From our previous study, we learn that the type inference techniques developed for statically typed pro-
gramming languages such as Java can be adapted in the dynamically typed programming languages such as
JavaScript. However, we are interested to investigate the above issue. Our investigation on a GitHub dataset
of 25 million code tokens shows that the state-of-the-art type inference techniques for Java loose accuracy
of more than 50% for JavaScript. While analyzing the causes of the poor performance of these techniques,
we propose a technique that collects only the local context for each code element, calculates the semantic
relatedness between contexts and the code tokens using Word2Vec and stores the contexts in a Lucene index
file. While inferring types of a query code element, the technique extracts context, generates candidate types
based on the semantic relatedness score from trained Word2Vec model, and sorts the candidates based on
the context similarity and local model scores. The combination of local and global models provides 20-47%
more accuracy than the statically typed language based techniques. Finally, our evaluation results of the
proposed technique with state-of-the-art deep learning techniques developed for JavaScript reveals that our
technique is 5-14 times faster than the compared techniques without sacrificing accuracy. Our analyses on
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1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 discusses some background topics and related studies, we use in our studies. We present our Study
1 in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes our Study 2 and Chapter 5 discusses our Study 3. Finally, in Chapter 6,
we conclude with an overall summary of the thesis and discussion of some future research directions.
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2 Background and Related Studies
In this chapter, we provide a short discussion of the background, technical preliminaries, and related
studies of the thesis. In Section 2.1 of the chapter, we discuss different language models applied in the
software engineering tasks. We then present a general overview of string similarity functions used in the
studies in Section 2.2 of the chapter. We discuss the background of the word embedding in Section 2.3.
Finally, we present some related studies regarding the initiaves of learning APIs in Section 2.4.
2.1 Language Model
In natural language processing, language modeling defines as specifying a probability value to the sentences in
a language [34]. The probability value signifies how likely the sentence would occur in the language. Besides
specifying probability values to sequences of words (sentences), the model also specifies probability values
to a given word or a sequence of words in a sentence to signify the likelihood of the word or the sequence
of words to follow a sequence of words [34]. Source code being the natural product of human [45], different
language models play a vital role to solve different software engineering problems. A few of them that are
related to this thesis are described briefly.
2.1.1 Statistical Language Models
Statistical language models capture the regularities/patterns of the sentences/code statements by assigning
them with the probability values based on previous occurrences [71]. The basic idea of this language model is,
it dictates how likely the statement would occur in the language [39]. For instance, we have a code statement
s in our language/project/dataset. Let us assume the code statement, s is for(inti = 0; i < 10; i + +);.
Therefore the language model assigns the probability value for s using Eqn. 2.1.
Language Model(s) = Pr(s) = count(s)
Total number of code statements in the language
(2.1)
Thus, the language model learns how likely the code statement, s, appeared in the language/project/-
dataset. However, such a modeling mechanism faces a challenge, data sparsity [71]. Data Sparsity is a
phenomenon where enough data is not observed while modeling a language. [6]. Therefore, the model will
get surprised frequently by seeing unknown data in testing [45]. One way to solve the data sparsity challenge
is to model each word/code token of the statements based on the previous words. Therefore, for our code
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statement, we first calculate the probability of each word and then use a joint probability function to model
the full code statement. If we consider the previous one token while modeling each token, the model will be
called unigram and it uses the following equations.
Language Model(s) = Pr(s) = Pr(for)Pr(()...P r(; ) (2.2)
where, Pr(for) = count(for)
Total number of code tokens in the document
(2.3)
Therefore, the probability of each token depends on its probability and the value can vary on different
documents. For example, in one document related to read and write files the probability of for can be 0.01
whereas the other document related to UI design, the probability can be 0.00001. Thus, multiple documents
based on different topics can be modeled using the unigram model and used to solve software engineering
problems.
Whenever, the number of previous words while modeling each token becomes more than one, the model
is regarded as n-gram, where n is the number of the previous word. The probability of each word depends
on the previous n words in the n-gram model rather than its probability. Thus if the code statement, s has
l number of tokens in it (for our example it is 15), then the n-gram model uses Eqn. 2.4 to calculate the
probability for the tth code token of s.
Language Model(s) = Pr(s) '
l∏
t=1
Pr(st|st−(n−1), ..., st−1) (2.4)
where, Pr(st|st−(n−1), ..., st−1) =
count(st−(n−1), ..., st−1, st)
count(st−(n−1), ..., st−1)
(2.5)
In software engineering problems, the statistical language model such as the n-gram model suffers from
limitations of data sparsity and curse of dimensionality [17,45,89].
2.1.2 Neural Language Model
The neural language model utilizes the continuous representation of word/code token which is also known
as word embedding to model the code statement [17]. A neural language model can be derived as the
model that uses an artificial neural network for calculating the likeliness of a token to appear in a code
statement [135]. The neural network avoids the curse of dimensionality limitation of the statistical language
model by representation each code token in a distributed way where the representation consists of a non-linear
combination of weights in a neural network [16]. An example of a neural network that implements a neural
language model is shown in Figure 2.1.
In general, the network for the neural language model is constructed and trained to predict a probability
distribution over the tokens in the dictionary based on the context. The context can be a fixed size window























Figure 2.1: An example of neural network that implements a neural language model.
as a point in the higher dimensional vector space. It has the capability of capturing the semantic similarity
between words [135]. For example, code token int and double being data types cluster together with lower
distance whereas equals and toString will be away from int and double but remain close to each other.
A neural language model, in general, comprises four layers: input, embedding, hidden and output. The
input layer contains the numerical vector of code tokens. Since the code tokens are of string type, we can
represent them in numerical values by replacing the token by their index at the dictionary. Next the code
tokens are embedded into the higher dimensional word vector ( ~s(t)) using Equation 2.6. The embedded word
vector, ~s(t) and the values of the hidden layer from previous time step h(t-1) are then passed into the next
hidden layer. Each node of the hidden layer is triggered by an activation function f that requires weights
(wij) between the node of hidden and embedding layers. Based on the activation function values calculated
by Equation 2.7, the output layer generates a probability distribution of all tokens of the dictionary using
Equation 2.8.









Where, g represents the output activation function and vkj represents the weight of edge between jth
hidden node and kthe output node. In hidden layers, any type of neural networks such as feedforward,
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), Gated Recurrent Unit RNN/LSTM
and Bi-direction RNN/LSTM can be used. Moreover, based on the problem definition, any number of the
hidden layer can be stacked up in the model.
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2.1.3 Neural Encoder-Decoder Model
A variant of the neural language model is the neural encoder-decoder model that deals with sequence input
and output [22]. Such a model could be successfully implemented using the encoder-decoder architecture to
solve machine translation [22], image captioning [15] and so on. The encoder-decoder model assumes that
there are two languages: the source language, x and the translated language, s. Let us consider the example
in Figure 2.2 where we are predicting the next code statement (target language) based on the context which






for ( ) {
ho(1) ho(2) ...... ho(Ts)ho(Ts-1)
<SOS>
System out } <EOS>
Decoder
Source Language (x) Target Language (s)
Figure 2.2: An example of a neural encoder decoder model where next code statement (s) is
predicted based on the current line of code (s)
The source language, x is passed in the encoder phase of the model as of Figure 2.2. The encoder can be
any type of neural network that computes the value of the hidden layers and summarizes in a fixed-length
thought vector, tg using Equation 2.9. The thought vector, tg, saves the state of the hidden layer at last time
step hi(Tx). The decoder can also be any type of neural network that accepts two inputs, one is the output
of the previous time step and the other is the thought vector obtained from the encoder phase. Therefore,
the output generated by the decoder follows the probability equation of n-gram(Eqn. 2.4) with the inclusion
of the thought vector tg:




Pr(st|s1, ..., st−1, tg) (2.10)
Recently, along with encoder-decoder architecture, attention mechanism is incorporated [39]. The at-
tention mechanism has found to be useful in improving accuracy for the image captioning [139] and neural
machine translation [13] problem.
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Attention Mechanism
The basic idea for the attention mechanism is to assign attention weights with each hidden layer of the
encoder while passing the context vector to every timestep in the decoder. The attention weights signify
how much attention the decoder needs to put for any specific hidden layer of encoder while decoding into
a word/token. For example, in Figure 2.3, the context vector tg1 assists the decoder about the amount of
attention it needs to give for each of the hidden layers of the encoder while decoding System token. In the
case of the earlier architecture, the same context vector was repeated for every time step in the decoder.




for ( ) {
ho(1) ho(2) ...... ho(Ts)ho(Ts-1)
<SOS>










Figure 2.3: An example of a attention mechanism based neural encoder decoder model
To include the attention mechanism in the encoder-decoder model, the only change we need to do is






That means for every jth time step of decoding, the context vector will be a summation of the product
of hidden layers from the encoder at t time step and attention weights of t time step. The αj(t) means






The term ej(t) is the attention factor for jth time step of the decoder and tthe time step of the encoder.
To calculate the value of attention factors, a neural network is used where the input is hidden layer values
of the encoder for t timestep and hidden layer values of the decoder for j − 1 timestep. One more addition




While generating the output of the decoder, the token with the maximum probability value is considered.




Pr(s(i)|s(1), ..., s(i− 1), tgj)) (2.13)
This is a greedy approach that can be stuck into the local optimum. To skip the local optima, researchers
use beam search [57], a heuristic search algorithm in the decoder [39]. The principle of the beam search is
to consider a beam− width number of candidates rather than the best one after each token generation. An























Figure 2.4: An example of Beam Search Decoder
After the first time step, the beam search decoder generates the top three tokens, int, System and if
with the probability values of 0.2, 0.6 and 0.3, respectively. Rather than continuing with the top one, the
beam search decoder generates the top three tokens for each of the top three tokens of the first timestep in
the second timestep. Thus we get nine tokens in the second time step and pick the top three tokens based on
the probability value, multiply the values with the probability values from the first time step and continue
until reaching the end of sequence (< eos >) token for all three decoded statements. Therefore the equation




Pr(st|s1, ..., st−1, tg)) (2.14)
Since the result is the multiplication of probability values, the result can be very small and many times
become close to zero. To avoid such a problem, a length normalization function is used in the literature [137].





logPr(st|s1, ..., st−1, tg)) (2.15)
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Here, γ represents the normalization factor. A Logarithm function is used because it is more stable,
makes numerical rounding and maximizing log Pr(s|x) maximizes Pr(s|x) [137].
2.2 String Similarity functions
String similarity metrics or functions measure the distance between two strings based on approximation
matching, fuzzy string searching and so on. Two of our conducted studies (Chapter 4, 5) make use of
following string similarity functions to sort the candidate list.
2.2.1 Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity1 measures the orientation of two strings represented by two non-zero vectors. Each unique
term in the strings is considered as a dimension and each string is then converted to a vector of such
dimensions. Next, the function measures the cosine angle between the vectors [77]. Let us consider two string
C1 and C2 representing two contexts for an API element. First, standard natural language preprocessing
(e.g, token splitting, stop word and punctuation removal) are done to normalized the contexts and a vector
~V is built that contains all the unique terms from the normalized contexts. Next the cosine similarity
Cosine Similarity between C1 and C2 is calculated using Eqn. 2.16.
Cosine Similarity(C1, C2) =
∑n









Here, C1i and C2i represents the weight of ith term in context C1 and C2, respectively, from ~V . The
function return values from zero that represents the complete dissimilarity to one that represents the complete
similarity.
2.2.2 Levenshtein Distance
Vladimir Levenshtein [63] discovered this metric that calculates the minimum number of single-character
edits (i.e, insertions, deletion, or substitution) between two words to obtain one from the other. For example,
the Levenshtein distance between code token BufferedReader and InputStreamReader is eight which
signifies we need eight edit operations to convert BufferedReader token into InputStreamReader. Similar
to the studies in the literature we use this metric in one of the conducted studies in this thesis (Chapter 4)




Word embedding2 is the combination of language modeling and feature learning techniques that map words
or phrases from the dictionary into vectors of real numbers. In general, the word embedding techniques
convert each word with a multidimensional space into a continuous vector having with lower dimensions.
Studies [79,102,124,143] in the literature utilize different word embedding techniques to extract the semantic
relation between the word or code tokens. In one of our conducted studies (Chapter 5), we use Word2Vec [78],
a well-known word embedding technique to get the type of code element based on the context.
2.3.1 Word2Vec
Mikolov et al. [78] propose Word2Vec, a shallow two-layered feed-forward neural network that takes a textual
corpus and produces a high dimensional numeric vector for each unique word in the corpus. These vectors
are called word vectors that are produced in such a way that if positioned in the vector space, words that
share similar context become semantically similar words and remain close to each other in the space [111].
There are two types of architecture of Word2Vec: Continuous Bag of Word (CBOW) and Skip-gram. The
neural network structure of CBOW and Skip-Gram with an example is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Neural network structure of CBOW and Skip-gram based Word2Vec
Continuous Bag of Word (CBOW) based Word2Vec embeds the words into the distributed representation
given its contextual words. For example, in the example at Figure 2.5, the code token = is embedded based
on the contextual words for, {, int and i. In the Skip-gram architecture, the model embeds the surrounding
window of contextual words based on the current word. In our Study 3 (Chapter 5), we use the CBOW
based Word2Vec to get the semantically similar types as the candidates of final output based on the context




A number of studies are found regarding the ways of learning APIs in the literature. Robillard [109] conducts
a survey of 80 developers from Microsoft to find out the obstacle and ways to learn APIs. The survey results
reveal that 78 percent of developers learn APIs through reading documentation, 55 percent use code examples,
34 percent use IDEs’ code completion feature to learn APIs, 30 percent read articles, and 29 percent take
peers’ advice. On the follow-up survey by Robillard and Deline [110], the study finds the developers are
having a difficult time understanding the APIs due to the lack of proper writing at the documentation.
They also argue to have use case-based code examples at the documentation. Thus the developers are more
comfortable with code examples rather than the documentation. Parmin and Treude [93,95] find that social
media content such as blog posts and tutorials cover over 87% of the APIs and people view those pages more
than the documentation (over 70 millions). Finally, Singer [118] too finds that the developers prefer code
example than the documentation in case of learning the APIs.
A few initiatives are found in the literature that investigates how the code examples for learning the
APIs need to be presented in the online social forums and blogs. Nasehi et al. [82] investigate how a code
example at StackOverflow can be a good resource to learn APIs. In case of questions, the code examples
or the problems the developers can be beneficial to the future if the title and the tags are appropriate and
complement the questions. On the other hand, an answer will be helpful if the answer contains concise
code, question’s context, step by step solutions, external links, multiple solutions, inline documentation, and
the limitations of the solutions and APIs. Due to the large popularity of these online forums, Treude and
Robillard [127] propose a technique, SISE, that augments the sentences at the StackOverflow posts to specify
the API mentions. Their result shows that StackOverflow contains a lot of useful information about the
APIs that are missed by the documentations. In addition to using online forums as the means of learning
APIs, researchers also use the forums to find the obstacles of the APIs by mining the posts. Wang and
Godfrey [132] investigate the obstacle of using Android and IOS APIs based on the StackOverflow posts and
find over 3 thousand posts complaining about the different issues while using them.
Code search is very much related to learning APIs since in most cases, the first step to learn an API either
through documentation or online forums is searching for it by a search engine. However, Rahman et al. [103]
believe that natural language query-based search engines such as Google, Bing and so on are not the most
appropriate to find the related code on the internet. Thus a number of code search techniques [19, 21, 39,
48, 55, 68, 75, 100, 101, 103] are proposed in the literature. Rahman et al. [101, 103] propose a couple of code
search techniques based on the word embedding and exploiting keyword-API associations. Raghothaman
et al. [100] propose a natural query into a code description of the usages of an API based code synthesis
technique, SWIM. Gu et al. [39] propose a neural encoder decoder based natural language to code sequence
based code search technique. Despite the techniques are useful, but due to a lack of comparison of the natural
language-based search engine such as Google, the effectiveness of the techniques are not guaranteed.
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3 Deep API Method Argument Completion
Method Call completion involves completing the method name and the arguments associated with the
method. Traditional method name completion techniques leave the task of argument completion in the
hand of developers whereas the argument completion techniques expect the method name completed by the
developers. Code completion techniques treat method names and arguments similar to other code tokens. In
this chapter, we discuss our first study that proposes a solution that can complete the method name along
with the arguments in a sequence.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduce the problem and discusses the
proposed system for method call completion. We describe our proposed technique in Section 3.2 and sum-
marize the evaluation procedure in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the evaluation results including related
discussions. Section 3.6 describes related work. Section 3.7 discusses threats to the validity of our work.
Finally, Section 3.8 summarizes the chapter.
3.1 Introduction
These days, developers heavily reuse application programming interfaces (APIs) of frameworks and libraries
for building applications instead of engineering those from the scratch [10, 20, 144]. To meet developers’
requirements and to offer better flexibility, these frameworks and libraries are continuously growing in their
sizes [70]. As a result, it often becomes difficult for a developer to remember every detail of the API
specifications for use. To remove the burden of remembering every detail, a large number of code completion
systems have been developed. When a developer starts typing code, a code completion system provides
suggestions to complete the remaining code. Murphy et al. found that code completion is one of the top ten
commands used by Java developers [81]. Among various code completion systems, the most popular is the
method call completion systems [10,20,84,88,98]. However, these systems leave the task of completing method
arguments to developers. Unfortunately, finding the correct argument is also a non-trivial task [20,144] and
need to be dealt with.
The declaration of each method contains a name and expected type of its parameters. Although method
name and the static types of arguments are useful, they are not sufficient enough to effectively complete
method arguments. Traditional code completion techniques (e.g., Eclipse JDT) suggest methods based on
their types and thus find relevant method names in top-k infrequently. For example, in the example, Figure
3.1(a), Eclipse JDT5 does not find the correct method in top-6 suggestions. It finds BitSet as the type of the
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Figure 3.1: An example1 of method call recommendation(1a), method argument
recommendation(1b), method call cum argument recommendation by DAMCA (1c) and method
argument recommendation by DAMCA (1d)
method and returns all method name in alphabetic order. Thus the required method call, set, remains very
low in the list. Machine learning based approaches [10,98] will find the method name based on the number of
instances of such occurrence. In case of argument completion, Eclipse JDT finds the first two arguments being
Integer from the method definition. Therefore, it populates the recommendation list with all Integer type
variables (Figure 3.1b). However, the actual argument for second position is a method invocation (b.size)
that returns an integer value. Other code completion techniques [43, 45, 106, 135] treat arguments as well
as method name same as all other code tokens. However, method call and arguments require a lot more
semantic interpretation than other tokens such as if, for statement, variable initialization and so on. Thus
they fail to recommend argument due to having no type information. Few techniques [89], consider type
information but they limit themselves to fixed contexts. These lead to wrong or even no suggestion [85].
To the best of our knowledge, Precise [144] is the first technique that addresses the problem of completing
arguments of method calls. It creates a parameter usage database and completes an argument query using the
k-nearest neighbor algorithm between query context and argument usage contexts collected from previous
code examples. Asaduzzaman et al. developed another technique, called PARC [9], that leverages source
code localness property, static type analysis and string similarity measure to recommend argument. Liu
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et al. leverage the similarity between the method parameter and the argument name to develop a name-
based argument recommendation system [66]. However, there has been still a marked lack: for example,
name-based argument recommendation system cannot recommend arguments of complex expression types
(such as when the argument is a method call). PARC [9] collects argument usage context leveraging syntactic
structure of source code and considers token similarity for recommending arguments. However, by considering
embedding of tokens, one can capture both syntactic and semantic similarity between argument usage context
in relation to the argument used in a method call. This can lead to better recommendations. Furthermore,
the above systems assume that developers have selected or typed the correct method call. This assumption
isolates method argument completion from method call completion. We argue that the isolation is not really
necessary and incurs additional time to complete a method call. This is because developers need to request
the code completion system at each method call and parameter positions in order to make selections. Thus,
recommending method calls with arguments would reduce the burden of requesting and selecting individual
arguments. There are a number of code completion and program synthesis systems that can recommend an
arbitrary sequence of tokens which can also complete method calls and their arguments [43,84–86,89,106,135].
However, the performance of these systems has not been evaluated for completing method arguments.
In order to address the above-mentioned issues, we develop a technique, called DAMCA, that can recom-
mend method calls with arguments. We formulate the problem of completing method calls with arguments as
a machine translation problem. The technique leverages a Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
neural network [115] that encodes the input sequence to a vector of fixed dimension. Another LSTM is used
to decode the target sequence from the vector. Instead of considering token similarity, the technique embeds
prior tokens into a vector representation of context so that semantically related tokens can be identified. In
order to mitigate the effect of the long sequence, our technique incorporates an Attention mechanism [13].
The choice of deep learning technique for our problem is due to its superior performance for sequence to
sequence learning problem in natural language processing domain [14,22,23,116,122].
We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed technique using ten large software systems and three popu-
lar software frameworks and libraries. We also compare our technique with method call completion, method
argument completion, arbitrary sequence of token recommendation and program synthesis techniques to
understand the effectiveness of our approach. For both intra and cross-project settings, our technique out-
performs the compared techniques by 3-28% in prediction accuracy [58] and BLEU score [92], and 10-30% in
Mean Reciprocal Ranking [25].
This study makes the following two contributions:
1. A technique that leverages a deep neural network based sequence to sequence model to complete method
calls with arguments.
2. An extensive comparison of our proposed technique with existing state-of-art method call completion,
method argument completion, arbitrary sequence of token recommendation and program synthesis
techniques.
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Figure 3.2: Application, Internal Architecture and Neural Network Structure of DAMCA
3.2 Proposed Approach
This section describes the proposed approach, Deep API Method Call cum Arguments recommendation
system (DAMCA). The main functionality of DAMCA is to suggest relevant API method calls along with
the list of argument(s) as a sequence. The application, internal architecture and neural network structure
of the proposed approach are shown in Figure 3.2. The Application is the front end of our approach that
gives a higher level abstraction of how the proposed technique works. The Internal Architecture and Neural
Network Structure are the back end layers that describe how our proposed technique generates suggestions.
Application of DAMCA from Figure 3.2 can be stated as follows: when a user seeks for a method call(A1),
the proposed approach collects all contexts(A2) and passes them in to the trained model(A3). The Trained
model is created using the sequence learning technique described in Section 3.2.2. A list of API method calls
with normalized arguments in sequences are returned from the trained model(A4). When the user selects a
suggestion(A5), DAMCA de-normalize the arguments(A6-A8) returns the list of arguments for the chosen
method call as the final output of the system(A9).
Internal architecture involves data preprocessing(B1-B6), neural network creation(B7), train, test, and
Top-k predictions.
3.2.1 Data Preprocessing
The input to our internal architecture is raw Java source code(B1). We extract information about the
methods call from source code(B2), normalize variables names(B3), normalize arguments(B4) and process
the data for creating contexts and labels(B5-B6). The sub-processes are discussed below.
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Extracting a method call information
The source code is found meaningful for automated analysis when represented in all three forms: lexical,
syntactic and semantic [86, 129]. On the other hand, naturalness, repetitiveness and localness properties of
source code discovered by a number of studies [45,128] strengthen automated techniques [4,9,10,43,53,89,106].
We thus give more focus on nearby tokens with all possible representations while collecting method call
information. The collected tokens are of two types: the code tokens in the line of method invocation and
the code tokens of neighboring n lines. For example, the code tokens in the line for method invocation of
key.substring(idx, key.indexOf(‘/′)) in Listing 1 are key and =. We follow the order of the nearest to the
farthest. Thus after rearranging, the line‘s code tokens are = and key. Similarly, the code tokens from the
neighboring n lines are the tokens that occur within the current scope. Among the collected tokens in line
or neighbours, lexical tokens are names or keywords: for example, the qualified name of the receiver variable
(e.g., java.lang.String), method name (e.g., substring), argument(s) (e.g., idx and key.indexOf(‘/′)) , list of
the previous method called on the receiver variable (e.g., [lastIndexOf]), and list of the previous method called
on the arguments. Syntactical tokens are the tokens extracted from Abstract Syntax Tree(AST) (e.g., String,
Task). These tokens represent the syntax structure of the code. Semantic tokens are the normalized variables
and arguments(discussed in succeeding sub-sections), method name associated with qualified name/type of
receiver variable(e.g., Var:String.lastIndexof). Such tokens are more purposeful when they are associated
with type information [86]. Last, embedding layers in the neural network create semantic graphs between all
lexical, syntactical and semantic tokens.
1 private void parseURL (URL url){
2 String key = url. toString ();
3 final int idx = key.lastIndexOf(‘#’);
4 key = key.substring( idx, key.indexOf(‘/’))
5
6 Method Name: substring
7 Receiver Type: java.lang. String
8 Argument(s): SN:int , Var: String . indexOf
9 Line Code Tokens(Nearest to farthest): = Var: String
10 Neighbour Code Tokens(Nearest to farthest): Var: String . lastIndexof = Var:int
final Var:Url. toString = Var: String Var:Url
11 Previous Method call on receiver: [ lastIndexOf ]
12 Previous Method call on arguments:[]
13 Abstract Syntax Tree: String Task
Listing 3.1: Intermediate representations of example code for DAMCA
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Variable Normalization
Variable names are some nouns, and they differ from one code to another. So, keeping them in the original
format will create a huge dictionary size with loosely connected tokens in it. We need to reduce them by nor-
malizing into some common formats. Moreover, variables represented in their type have better performance
in code completion previously [86,89]. In our example, variables occur as an argument, assigning expression,
initialization expression and receiver of a method call. Apart from the arguments, we normalize the variables
by their types. A common format of Var:<data type> for all of the variables except arguments is used. For
example, we replace the variable name key as Var:String, idx as Var:int. Afterward, we pass the arguments
in the argument normalization process.
Argument Normalization
There are 28 argument expression types in Java Development Tool2. Table 3.1 shows the eleven types that are
supported by DAMCA with corresponding example and the normalized style. In our approach, we normalize
the arguments according to the expression type. For example, the first argument of substring method is a
simple name and its type is integer, so we normalize as, SN:<Data Type>. Therefore, the first argument will
be SN:int. On the other hand, the second argument is a method invocation. There is a receiver variable in
the method invocation. We normalize the receiver variable following variable normalization step. Therefore,
the second argument will look like Var:String.indexof. A question will arise, what happens when the method
invocation at the argument have parameter(s) in it? For example, our second argument key.indexOf(‘/′)
itself needs an argument completion. We recommend up to method name for such cases because whenever
DAMCA finds another method invocation needs completion, it will start the whole procedure by itself. Now,
we prepare the context and label sequence for training.
Creating context and label sequence
Our label sequence is a method and its argument(s). We create the method as method name: qualified name
of receiver to represent its meaning semantically. Then the list of normalized arguments is followed by spaces.
Therefore, for our example the label will look like subString:java.lang .String SN:int Var:String.indexOf().
To create the context sequence, we follow the following order: 1) qualified name of receiver variable, 2)
previous method call on receiver variable, 3) previous method call on arguments, 4) line code tokens (nearest
to farthest), 5) neighbor code tokens (nearest to farthest), and 6) AST tokens. The motivation behind such
ordering is to provide useful information earlier. For example, the first output token is a method name. It
is very much related to the receiver type and the sequence of the method call in it. Although the Attention











int a = 1, b=5;
String s = ”Hello World”;
s = s.subString(a,b)
SN:Int SN:Int
Qualified Name s.equals(System.out); QN:System.out
Method Invocation s.indexOf(s.length()) VAR:String.indexOf
Boolean Literal System.exit(True) Boolean
Character Literal s.concat(s,‘a’) SN:String Character
Number Literal s.substring(0,4) Number Number
Null Literal System.clearProperty(null) null
String Literal s.equals(“ABC”) String
Class Instance Creation new BufferedReader(new FileReader()) Class:FileReader
Cast Expression s.charAt((int)‘a’) (Int)Character
This Expression System.identifyHashCode(Main.this) this:Main
Questions might arise that why we are preprocessing the raw data even though deep learning is capable
of extracting features? Won’t passing the raw source code be enough for deep learning? The answer is
clearly demonstrated in a study by Tufano et al. [129], where they showed how different representations of
source code can improve the accuracy of code similarity. Another study by Nguyen et al. [86] collects all
three (lexical, syntactic, semantic) representations of a code fragment, passes into three deep networks and
combines the results to generate the next code token. Deep learning is indeed a powerful tool that extracts
important parts of the code as features. This is done by the non-linear activation function at the nodes of
the hidden layers [116]. However, the main challenge is how we present our code to the deep neural network.
In one of our experiments (Section:3.5.1), we demonstrate how the performance of DAMCA improves due to
representing code tokens in all possible way.
3.2.2 Attention Based Encoder Decoder
We adopt the Attention based Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) Encoder Decoder approach
for recommending method with normalized arguments. Encoder Decoder is one of the implementations of
the deep sequence to sequence learning [22]. The implementation includes two neural networks: one for the
encoder and other for the decoder. Encoder creates the hidden representation of input sequence. Hidden
layer value of last time step of the encoder is saved in a vector called thought vector. Decoder starts operation
after receiving the thought vector and generate/decode output tokens based on thought vector and output
token of the previous time step. In practice, the vanilla encoder-decoder model cannot remember long
sequence by thought vector [13]. Furthermore, remembering all tokens is not that efficient too since more
irrelevant token would be included [39]. To resolve such issues, the Attention mechanism is proposed and
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widely used [13, 39, 139]. The basic idea for the Attention mechanism is to assign attention weights with
a corresponding hidden layer of encoder [13]. Therefore, rather than creating a single thought vector, the
model creates thought vectors for each time step of the encoder. The functionality of attention layer is to
provide the amount of attention the decoder should pay to hidden layers of the encoder while decoding at a










Here, tgj denotes the thought vector at jth time step, Tx denotes the number of time steps of encoder,
αj(t) means the attention weights of tth hidden layer of encoder and hi(t) is the hidden layer of ith timestep
of encoder for jth timestep of decoder. Attention weights αj(t) is calculated by the Equation 3.2. In equation
3.2, ej(t) is the attention factor that can be calculated by operating a neural network.
Workflow of the attention based Bi-LSTM encoder-decoder along with train and test operations is shown
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Attention based Bi-LSTM Encoder Decoder
Input: Training Context ctrain, Training Label ltrain, Testing Context ctest, Testing Label ltest
Output: Top-K recommendation fnum
1 Create context dictionary dictcontext based on ctrain
2 Create label dictionary dictlabel based on ltrain
3 for each contextString in ctrain and each labelString in ltrain do
4 Convert contextString and labelString into numerical vector numCtrain and numCtest based on
the dictcontext and dictlabel respectively
5 end
6 Configure Attenstion based Bi-LSTM Encoder Decoder
7 model = train(numCtrain, numCtest)
8 for each contextString in ctrain and each labelString in ltrain do
9 Convert contextString and labelString into numerical vector numCtrain and numCtest based on
the dictcontext and dictlabel respectively
10 end
11 recommendationlist = test(model, numCtrain, numCtest)
12 fnum = De Normalize Arguments(recommendationlist)
13 return fnum
The algorithm starts from building two different dictionaries for context and label. Each dictionary is
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Figure 3.3: Unfolding Argument De-Normalization(A8)
initialized with four tokens, padd for padding sequence, unk for unknown token, sos for start of sequence and
eos for end of sequence. Next, each unique token is assigned with an index value. Based on the index value
of both dictionaries we converted the context and the label sequence into numerical vectors.
Context numerical vector(C1) is passed through an embedding layer(C2) in the neural network shown in
the NN Structure section of Figure 3.2. The layer creates a higher dimensional embedding matrix for the
encoder. Next, a Bi-directional LSTM layer(C3) encodes the context and the values of the hidden layer are
passed into the attention layer(C4). The result of attention layer and the decoder input(C5) are merged
together(C6) and passed into the decoder(C7). Another Bi-directional LSTM decodes the merge matrix and
returns hidden layers values to output layer(C8). Output layer is a softmax based dense layer that produces
probabilities of all tokens in the label dictionary. The tokens with the highest probabilities are considered as
the output of the following time steps.
3.2.3 De-normalize arguments
Attention-based encoder-decoder returns a list of API calls with normalized arguments in a sequence. For
example SN:Int or Var:String.i-ndexOf. But the user needs actual variable name, not the type. So we need
to de-normalize the returned argument. Figure 3.3 shows the overall process that unfolds the Argument
De-normalization phase(A8) of Figure 3.2.
In the application layer, a user/software developer will see a list of normalized arguments that are sent to
the process (D1). All normalized arguments are processed through a loop (D2) and a list of de-normalized
arguments (D3) is returned. For each argument, if simple name expression type is recognized (E1), we
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follow the Eclipse JDT Core’s 3 four rules of recommending argument to de-normalize (E2). The rules are:
1) local variable has the highest priority than class and inherited class variable, 2) variables having more
lexical similarity with method parameter have more priority, 3) unused variable get more preference than
used one, and 4) closely declared variables have more precedence. In the example, the first argument is a
simple name type. Data type of the argument is int. Only integer variable in the scope is idx which is
unused and close to the method call. Thus it gets the highest priority by the rules of 1, 3 and 4. When the
argument is of literal(E3), we attempt to predict the value using an LSTM based neural network. In order to
achieve that we pass the source code(E4) in the recommendation system and it generates dataset(E6) that
contains code context as input and literal value as label/output. Next, an LSTM based literal predictor(E7)
generate top-1 literal value for each argument. In the neural network code context(F1) is passed through an
embedding layer(F2). The embedded matrix through a LSTM layer(F3) creates hidden representation that
is passed through the Dense Layer(F4) with softmax activation function. Token with the highest probability
is considered as the predicted literal value. So, after de-normalization, the predicted method call sequence
for our example becomes subString:java.lang.String idx key.indexOf().
3.2.4 Train, Test & Top-K Prediction
Our training process is straightforward. We pass the context numerical vector as the encoder input, the label
numerical vector having sos token as the decoder input and the label numerical vector having eos token as
the decoder output. Teacher forcing method is used at every time step in the decoder and the error generated
by categorical cross entropy [46] is used for back-propagation through time.
Testing with Beam Search
Testing is slightly different since we do not have the predefined decoder input and output. Like training,
we pass the encoder input and only sos token as the decoder input. At every time step in the decoder, we
operate the heuristic algorithm Beam Search [107] and pick the top-k/top-beam-width tokens based on the
returned probabilities for next timestep. The Beam Search is used to calculate the probability of the next
token with respect to all previous tokens. Therefore, if any irrelevant token gets a higher probability in the
first or second-time step due to high frequency in the training corpus, it loses its position while decoding later
sequences. For example, SN: int appears as one of the Top-k suggestions in the first timestep. But we are
expecting a method name. The greedy search will operate the rest of the program keeping SN: INT as the
first token of one of the suggestions. In the Beam Search, the multiplicative value of the previous outputs and
predicted tokens of current time steps are sorted. Thus the initial irrelevant tokens are eliminated afterward.
Beam Search is found useful for machine translation [57], code search [39] and so on. Testing ends when the




One last issue is filtering methods from Top-k with incompatible receiver type. We are expecting the method
name as the first token in our sequence. It could happen that method name that is not compatible with the
receiver type can get a high probability. For instance, we are expecting methods of String class at listing 14
such as substring, indexOf, equals and so on as the first token in the output sequence. Unfortunately, toArray
or getHeight methods appear which are incompatible with String class. To filter out such irrelevancy, we
generate recommendations n times more than actual beam-width/k. For example, if beam-width is 3, then
we generate 3n sequences. Checking the type compatibility of Top-3, we filter out the irrelevant one and
populate the next available sequence. Finally, Top-k method and arguments in a sequence are returned as
the output of the proposed technique.
3.3 Evaluation
This section describes subject systems, performance metrics, evaluation procedure and results of the evalua-
tion.
3.3.1 Subject Systems
We consider ten different subject systems of varying sizes. All these systems are active in the development
and have been used by several previous studies [9, 86, 144]. Among them, NetBeans4 is the largest subject
system. Both Eclipse5 and NetBeans4 are popular open source IDE. Lucene6 is an information retrieval
library. POI7 is a Java library for manipulating various file formats. Cassandra8 and Db4o9 are examples of
databases. While JGit10 is a Java library that implements the Git version control system, iText11 enables to
manipulate PDF files. Batik12 is a toolkit that helps to work with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format
documents. Finally, Ant13 automates Java build processes. We consider Swing/AWT, SWT, and JDK API
method calls along with their arguments. Our selection of libraries is based on the fact that all these libraries












Table 3.2: Overview of the dataset.
Subject System Version Number of Files LOC
NetBeans4 8.2.0 483,331 10.7M
Eclipse5 3.7.2 21,030 4.6M
Lucene6 4.6.0 7,863 1.7M
POI7 4.1.0 3,533 671K
Cassandra8 4.0.0 2,592 559K
Db4o9 7.8.0 5,556 498K
JGit10 5.3.0 1,512 392K
iText1411[] 7.1.6 1,709 366K
Batik12 1.11.0 1,650 360K
Ant13 1.9.6 1,310 282K
3.3.2 Experimental Settings
We use JavaParser15 to parse source code and to identify locations of method calls that have arguments. We
then use JavaSymbolSolver16 to resolve bindings that find declarations connected to each element. This helps
to determine the fully qualified name of arguments and method call receivers. We also collect tokens that
appear prior method call locations. We call this the parameter usage context. Bi-LSTM encoder-decoder is
implemented using Keras and Tensorflow Estimator at the backend having 128 embedding width, 264 hidden
nodes, 0.2 dropouts, and adam weight optimizer with 0.01 learning rate. The hidden nodes are triggered
with tanh activation function. Softmax activation with categorical cross entropy loss function are used at the
output layer. An Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v2 with 2.10GHz with 16GB memory and one Nvidia K20
GPU is used for training that needs around 310 hours for 100 epochs.
We apply the 10-fold cross-validation technique [58] to measure the performance of the code completion
systems. This is a popular way of measuring the performance of information retrieval systems and has been
used by previous other studies. First, we divide the entire dataset into ten different folds, each containing an
equal number of examples. Next, for each fold, we use code examples from the nine other folds to train code
completion techniques. The remaining fold is used to test the performance of the technique. Thus, both our
training and test data set consists of examples from different subject systems.
3.3.3 Performance Metrics
We use the BLEU score [92] to measure the performance. It is a popular metric for machine translation that




actual sequence consists of a method call with arguments. We compare this with the sequence generated by
code completion systems. BLEU score is calculated by considering the number of n-grams that are common
between input and output sequences using Equation 3.3.





# n− grams in actual output sequence+ 1
# n− grams in recommended sequence+ 1) (3.4)
N is the maximum number of grams. Each wn acts as a weight to each Pn. And Pn means the precision
of n-grams.We set N = 4 and wn = 1N . The term BP states the brevity penalty. It works as the adjustment
factors to penalize too short sequences since short sequences have the tendency to return higher precision
value [92]. Equation for calculating BP is as follows:
BP =





where r is the length of reference sequence and c is the length of candidate sequence. Let us see how
BLEU score is calculated by an example. Consider the following method call: clone.set(newSize, b.size(),
false). We generate the reference sequence by tokenizing and removing parenthesis, comma and dot (.) where
the 1-grams are:{b,false, newSize, size, set}. Consider the generated method call:set(s, b.length(), false) and
the 1-grams are {b, false, length, s,set}. Then, P1 = 3+15+1 =
2
3 . Their 2-grams are: {(b,false), (false,newSize),
(newSize,size), (size,set)} and (b,false), (false,length), (length,s), (s,set). Thus, P2 = 1+14+1 =
2
5 . P3 =
1
3 and
P4 = 12 as no 3-grams or 4grams is matched. Here, BP=1 as the length of recommended and actual sequence















In addition to that we calculate prediction accuracy(ACC) [58] and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [25].
3.3.4 Comparing with state-of-the-art techniques
We evaluate our proposed technique in three different ways. First, we evaluate the technique for completing
method call with arguments. We can consider this problem as a sequence to sequence learning or recommend-
ing a sequence of tokens. Thus, we consider SLAMC [89] as a baseline technique. The technique incorporates
semantic information into tokens by considering data type, scope, structural and data dependencies. The
technique combines local context with global concerns using n-gram topic model and pair-wise association of
program elements. Next, we develop a sequence to sequence learning using RNNLM [135]. The input and
output of the technique are the same as ours. A recurrent neural network with 300 hidden units and 20 levels
of contexts are used. SLP [43] is a hybrid technique that combines a deep neural network language model
with a dynamic, scoped counting cache language model. A 6-gram cache language model is combined with
an LSTM having 650 units at the hidden layer is used to construct the hybrid technique. DeepAPI [39] is a
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deep learning based technique that given a natural language query can generate API usage sequences. While
the objective of DeepAPI is different from ours, the technique also adopts a sequence to sequence learning
approach. The subtle differences can be observed in data preprocessing, post-processing, types of RNN and
hyperparameter values. We thus change the technique by replacing original input-output with that of ours.
We also combine CSCC [10], a state-of-the-art method call completion technique with PARC [9], a state-
of-the-art argument recommendation technique, to generate method calls with arguments. DNN4C [86] is
another deep neural network language that can recommend the next code token. However, we cannot use the
technique in our study because the technique is not publicly available. Second, we evaluate the performance
of DAMCA for recommending method calls. For this purpose, we compare DAMCA with a method call
completion technique, called CSCC. Finally, we evaluate DAMCA for recommending individual arguments
and perform a comparison with PARC [9]. We adopt the same evaluation mechanism used by PARC. We
consider that a developer has already selected the correct method call and now complete one argument at a
time. At each argument position of target method calls, we asked both DAMCA and PARC to recommend
arguments. We compare recommendations with reference values to calculate accuracy.
3.4 Evaluation Results
3.4.1 Evaluation Strategy-1: Recommending Method Calls With Arguments
In this experiment, we evaluate DAMCA for recommending method calls with arguments. We consider this
as a sequence prediction task where the sequence consists of method calls and all required arguments. In this
study, we evaluate DAMCA against six different techniques. These are SLAMC, RNNLM, SLP, DeepAPI,
and CSCC+PARC. Here, the last technique consists of two different techniques. One focus on recommending
method calls and the other focus on recommending arguments. We evaluate the performance of all compared
techniques for both cross-project and intra-project settings.
DeepAPI shows the worst performance in our experiment. One major reason is that the technique is
designed to map natural language queries and API usage sequences. Therefore, it fails to map between
code tokens to the method call. API importance phase of DeepAPI [39] removes a lot of relevant arguments
from the sequence and thus lessen the accuracy. RNNLM returns sequences with the accuracy between 5-
28% for top-1 to top-10 positions. Deep neural network should capture pattern between data and perform
better. However, passing lexical tokens to the neural network fails to represent the source code properly
and underperforms in our data. While SLAMC can recommend token sequences, the technique fails to
obtain accuracy over 38%. One major drawback is that the number of topics is very few compared to the
diversity of data. Thus, semantically dissimilar tokens fall on the same topic and return unexpected results.
For example, SLAMC put all class instance creation and array creation type arguments under the same
topic. However, they exhibit very dissimilar characteristics. When we combine CSCC with PARC, the value
reaches to 40%. This is because both CSCC and PARC collects method call contexts and parameter usage
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SLAMC RNNLM SLP DeepAPI CSCC+PARC DAMCA
ACC BLEU ACC BLEU ACC BLEU ACC BLEU ACC BLEU ACC BLEU
NetBeans
Top-1 9.34 11.24 5.34 8.28 18.69 20.34 3.71 5.47 11.81 13.75 31.68 34.86
Top-3 18.25 21.49 16.35 18.62 31.25 36.73 11.74 13.50 21.72 24.91 46.84 49.72
Top-10 30.34 33.73 25.62 28.40 43.76 46.49 19.32 21.01 34.67 36.76 57.82 59.68
Eclipse
Top-1 10.28 13.94 6.28 8.74 19.69 22.29 4.92 7.28 13.76 15.24 32.43 35.46
Top-3 19.53 21.75 17.35 19.95 34.82 37.35 14.83 16.48 22.18 24.64 47.24 49.82
Top-10 31.61 34.74 26.47 28.73 44.31 46.58 20.74 22.73 34.55 37.24 58.36 61.40
Lucene
Top-1 13.45 15.34 8.24 10.54 20.05 22.25 4.52 6.29 12.75 14.62 31.76 34.18
Top-3 23.71 26.61 19.38 21.78 33.81 36.15 13.74 15.47 23.18 26.14 46.92 49.85
Top-10 34.71 37.38 28.76 30.88 44.71 47.01 20.91 22.59 35.71 38.34 58.06 60.76
POI
Top-1 12.84 15.05 7.18 9.40 18.73 21.02 4.97 7.23 13.82 15.95 32.43 34.92
Top-3 21.84 24.60 17.35 19.54 32.94 35.16 14.75 16.86 26.17 29.13 47.24 50.44
Top-10 32.42 34.53 26.27 28.31 43.54 45.75 21.74 23.77 36.43 39.30 57.35 60.19
Cassandra
Top-1 11.27 13.53 6.41 9.12 19.76 22.09 3.92 6.07 12.95 15.80 33.86 36.18
Top-3 19.51 21.75 14.26 17.22 31.72 34.09 10.29 12.14 25.76 28.05 46.83 49.37
Top-10 32.81 34.86 23.41 26.16 44.05 47.15 18.54 20.21 35.94 38.40 57.91 61.04
Db4o
Top-1 14.26 16.54 4.31 6.76 20.91 23.73 4.18 5.72 13.71 16.34 34.92 37.23
Top-3 23.76 25.88 13.25 15.29 33.84 36.25 11.95 14.05 26.29 29.08 48.62 51.22
Top-10 35.81 38.32 21.75 24.36 44.86 47.45 19.26 21.61 36.17 38.99 56.72 59.73
JGit
Top-1 13.72 16.68 6.34 8.47 19.47 21.59 4.57 6.25 12.76 15.62 33.49 36.53
Top-3 21.74 24.38 15.73 18.06 32.82 35.80 12.76 14.59 27.84 30.40 47.24 49.73
Top-10 31.93 34.08 24.26 26.45 43.76 46.01 18.93 21.06 37.21 39.98 57.13 59.44
iText
Top-1 12.46 15.43 5.17 7.71 19.49 21.77 5.03 7.32 13.53 16.33 32.82 35.60
Top-3 22.92 25.56 16.81 18.85 35.71 38.52 12.55 14.27 26.51 29.23 46.18 48.72
Top-10 30.83 33.41 25.6 28.42 45.96 48.67 20.62 22.71 35.94 38.32 57.63 60.57
Batik
Top-1 14.86 17.77 6.08 8.61 17.61 20.59 4.87 7.25 12.95 15.69 33.72 36.45
Top-3 23.43 26.14 15.75 18.47 33.72 36.21 11.83 13.55 26.84 29.56 46.64 49.04
Top-10 34.82 37.69 23.81 26.60 44.72 46.87 20.05 22.26 36.08 39.01 58.11 61.29
Ant
Top-1 13.73 16.49 5.92 8.59 19.67 22.23 4.38 6.01 13.43 15.55 32.94 35.69
Top-3 22.59 24.81 16.87 19.16 31.64 34.47 10.76 12.79 25.76 28.40 47.05 49.68
Top-10 31.27 34.10 26.84 29.78 45.78 48.61 19.43 21.76 36.42 39.06 58.27 60.69
contexts separately and those contexts changes across examples. SLP becomes the second best technique for
cross-project settings that contains accuracy between 17-45%. Although the technique considers an n-gram
language model and an LSTM network, it passes lexical tokens to the model and thus fails to represent the
data accurately. On the other hand, our proposed technique, DAMCA, outperforms every technique for all
subject systems by 10-25%. Its because we explicitly focused on method call and arguments whereas the
majority of the techniques focused on the general code completion. We provide all three lexical, syntax and
semantic tokens and tried to catch the pattern globally. Therefore, it can skip the local biases of the code.
Second, we will compare all techniques along with hybridization of CSCC and PARC in inter-project
settings. The average result of ten-fold cross-validation is reported at Table 3.4 where all three measures
(ACC, BLEU and MRR) for top-1,top-3,top-10 of every technique is shown and best results are highlighted.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of sequence Accuracy, BLEU and MRR of DAMCA with related techniques
(%) for intra-project settings
Techniques Recc. ACC BLEU MRR
SLAMC
Top-1 21.64 24.96 0.21
Top-3 34.18 37.82 0.33
Top-10 49.88 51.87 0.42
RNNLM
Top-1 18.96 20.02 0.18
Top-3 31.88 34.94 0.28
Top-10 45.66 47.25 0.31
SLP
Top-1 35.52 37.24 0.35
Top-3 50.37 53.19 0.43
Top-10 61.83 64.73 0.54
DeepAPI
Top-1 21.28 24.25 0.21
Top-3 36.74 39.25 0.44
Top-10 52.98 55.84 0.59
CSCC+PARC
Top-1 33.49 35.49 0.33
Top-3 49.16 51.92 0.31
Top-10 60.58 62.53 0.47
DAMCA
Top-1 52.27 55.63 0.55
Top-3 63.41 65.84 0.48
Top-10 71.94 74.08 0.59
A common observation is that the performance of all techniques improves from cross-project settings by at
least 10-20%. That proves the naturalness and localness property of our data. It suggests that, if a user builds
a model using her code base along with the predefined model, (s)he can have more accurate recommendations
with any of these techniques. Baseline machine learning(SLAMC), deep learning(RNNLM) and DeepAPI are
the tier three approaches based on the performance. All of these techniques have an accuracy or BLEU score
between 18% to 55%. Like cross-project settings, SLAMC fails to differentiate the functionality of code tokens
having the insufficient topic number. RNNLM have poor data representation since they process in lexical
format. DeeAPI is not suited in our problem as their technique is biased on mapping natural text and source
code. SLP and CSS+PARC are the tier two techniques. This tier can also be called hybridization tier because
SLP is the hybridization of machine learning and deep learning, and CSCC+PARC is the hybridization of a
method and an argument recommendation techniques. Their accuracies fall between 33-65% which are 10-
15% better than tier one. It directs us to an open research of hybridization of the algorithms to serve more
accurate results. However, SLP bounds itself due to considering only lexical tokens. Like RNNLM, it fails to
provide the neural network more perspicuous data. On the other hand, due to independent implementation,
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CSCC and PARC fail to merge themselves for a better recommendation. For example, in many cases, PARC
suggests accurate arguments since it has accurate method call information whereas CSCC fails to propose an
accurate method call. Therefore, when we are merging them, the overall sequence fails to achieve an accurate
recommendation. The vice-versa situation happens too and summed up to fall the accuracy value. DAMCA
remains on tier one approach that has an accuracy difference of 20-30% from tier three and 10-20% from
tier two. The proposed approach can suggest in top-10 almost three out of four times(70-75%) whereas tier
one suggest a half time and tier two six out of ten. Along with different representations of data, Attention
mechanism helps to point out the important encoded data while decoding. Moreover, filtering irrelevant
method call helps the decoder to focus on less token. In the case of MRR comparison, Beam Search help our
technique to uplift relevant sequences. For example, MRR of DAMCA for top-10 is 0.59, which suggest that
on an average our suggestion can be found between first and second places. Beam Search helped DeepAPI
and thus it has the same MRR value as DAMCA for top-10.
3.4.2 Evaluation Strategy-2: Recommending Method Calls
In our previous study, we evaluate the performance of DAMCA for recommending method calls with argu-
ments. While DAMCA outperforms all compared techniques, we are interested in learning the effectiveness
of DAMCA as a dedicated method call completion technique. For each test case, we ask DAMCA for rec-
ommending method calls with arguments. However, this time we determine the accuracy of method call
recommendation only and compare the result with that of CSCC. Both intra-project and cross-project set-
tings are considered where we calculate the average accuracy and MRR considering all subject systems.
Table 3.5 summarizes results of the evaluation. BLEU score is irrelevant in this case since we only consider
recommending a single token only.
Table 3.5: Comparison of DAMCA with CSCC for completing method calls only
Techniques Recc.
Intra-Project Cross Project
ACC MRR ACC MRR
CSCC
Top-1 56.19 0.56 18.61 0.18
Top-3 64.53 0.34 34.29 0.21
Top-10 74.29 0.31 50.44 0.29
DAMCA
Top-1 58.16 0.58 38.27 0.38
Top-3 75.53 0.49 49.57 0.34
Top-10 82.71 0.58 63.18 0.41
DAMCA outperforms CSCC by 3-10% in accuracy and 3-45% in MRR for intra-project settings. While
CSCC achieves 74.29% accuracy for top-10 recommendations, the value reaches over 82% for DAMCA.
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The accuracy of both techniques drops in the cross-project setting. However, DAMCA managed to predict
correctly in more cases compared to that of CSCC. For example, for the top-10 recommendations, DAMCA
obtains around 63% accuracy. However, the value drops to around 50% for the CSCC.
3.4.3 Evaluation Strategy-3: Recommending Method Arguments
Recall that PARC generates a list of recommendations for each argument position. The first study evaluates
the performance of DAMCA for recommending method calls with arguments and the second study evaluates
DAMCA for recommending method calls only. However, we are interested in understanding the effectiveness
of DAMCA for recommending arguments only. This type of recommendations is particularly useful when a
developer cycles through different arguments of a method call. If the actual argument used in the source code
does not match with any of the lists of recommendations, we consider this as an incorrect recommendation.
Otherwise, we determine the rank of the correct recommendation and calculate the accuracy. Table 3.6 shows
the accuracy of recommending arguments for both intra-project and cross-project settings.
Table 3.6: Comparison with PARC for completing method arguments.
Techniques Recc.
Intra-Project Cross Project
ACC BLEU MRR ACC BLEU MRR
PARC
Top-1 36.39 38.53 0.36 11.51 12.36 0.11
Top-3 51.35 53.17 0.31 23.71 26.75 0.16
Top-10 61.34 62.35 0.26 30.68 33.91 0.19
DAMCA
Top-1 45.36 47.34 0.45 22.08 25.07 0.22
Top-3 62.75 65.98 0.41 43.65 46.19 0.29
Top-10 72.96 75.02 0.42 52.95 55.67 0.35
As an argument completion technique, DAMCA outperforms PARC for both intra-project and cross-
project settings. While for the top-10 recommendations and for the intra-project setting PARC achieves
62.35% accuracy, the value reaches to 75.02% for the DAMCA. For the cross-project setting and for the
top-10 recommendations PARC obtains 30.68% accuracy. The value reaches to 52.95% for the DAMCA.
Both DAMCA and PARC do not perform well for cross-project settings because many arguments are only
project specific.
3.5 Analysis and Discussion
3.5.1 Sensitivity Analysis:Impact of decision
This section justifies our choices for developing the deep learning model. Towards this direction, we develop
deep learning models using different algorithms and information sources for recommending method calls with
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arguments. Let, C0 denotes the argument usage context consists of tokens that appear within the previous
four lines prior to calling a method with arguments. We build our first model (M1) using the context with a
recurrent neural network (RNN). Let, C1 consists of method names that are called on receiver and argument
variable types including those tokens that appear in C0. Our second model (M2) combines C1 with another
recurrent neural network. We also collect tokens by considering the hierarchical structure of the source code.
Consider that a method call with arguments appears in a while loop. The loop appears inside an if block
where the if the block is located inside a method declaration. Then, we collect tokens from the conditional
part of the if block, expression part of the loop and the declaration part of the method call (i.e., method
name and parameter types). The process continues until we reach a type declaration. Let, C2 consists of
tokens collected from traversing hierarchical structure of source code including those that appear in C1. We
build our third model (M3) combining C2 with a recurrent neural network. The next two models are built
combining Attention and Beam Search approach with C2 and RNN (M4 and M5 respectively). The last two
models are built by replacing RNN in M5 with LSTM and Bi-LSTM networks. We refer to these models as
M6 and M7 respectively. BLEU score for top-1,3 and 10 in intra-project settings are shown at Table 3.7.
Adding every piece of context affects the BLEU score in the sensitivity analysis experiment. For example,
when we consider tokens in C2 group, the BLEU score reaches to 15.63% whereas tokens in C0 manage to
gain accuracy just 11.91% for top-10 recommendations. However, context alone is not helpful. The inclusion
of Attention mechanism and Beam Search increases the score to 38.69%. The most notable difference is
observed when LSTM and Bi-LSTM are chosen over RNN. Vanishing gradient problem is the main factor
behind this [47].
3.5.2 Argument Expression Type based analysis
Both DAMCA and PARC support eleven argument expression types. In this section, we analyze the accuracy
of DAMCA and PARC for each of the eleven argument expression types for intra-project settings. From the
argument completion results, we categorize each argument along with the top-10 recommendation list of
DAMCA and PARC based on the expression type. Then we calculate the accuracy and report at Table 3.8.
The first column denotes the name of the expression type followed by the percentage of test cases for each
argument expression type, the accuracy of PARC and DAMCA. The last column indicates the percentage of
improvement of DAMCA over PARC.
Around 2-29% improvement is observed for ten out of eleven expression types. The fundamental difference
lies in capturing right expression type since de-normaliztion of argument for both DAMCA and PARC is not
very dissimilar. Furthermore, for both Boolean and Null literal DAMCA has accuracy over 90%. This is
because the variation of value for these two types are limited and number of test cases are enough for DAMCA
to converge to predict right value. DAMCA performs poorly for cast expression type because of not having
enough test cases to train.
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Table 3.7: Sensitivity Analysis





























3.5.3 Manual and statistical analysis: Why does DAMCA perform well?
To order to further examine the superior performance of DAMCA, we conduct a manual analysis. For our
motivational example at Figure 3.1, no techniques other than DAMCA return correct method call sequence.
SLAMC returns clone.clone() since, it stores all methods of Bitset class in same topic and frequency of
clone() method is the highest there. Moreover, in the dataset clone() function appears twice within 4-10
lines and SLAMC captures that pair association rule. RNNLM could not even predict a method because it
captures receiver variable clone as the method name BitSet.clone(). Thus it returns at, max. CSCC+PARC
finds length() as the final output. Individually, CSCC returns actual method call set() in its list but PARC
has better recommendation score for method call size() with no parameter. SLP return current method call
name but wrong arguments: set(at,len). Due to cache model it finds right method but could not find the
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Table 3.8: Argument Expression Type based analysis
Argument Expression Type % of test cases PARC DAMCA Improvement
Simple Name 37.17 80.78 86.67 5.89
Method Invocation 28.90 43.56 59.10 15.54
Numberr Literal 14.87 58.50 77.11 18.62
Qualified Name 8.38 26.28 54.29 28.01
Boolean Literal 4.59 92.50 95.51 3.01
String Literal 2.29 39.90 45.62 5.72
Character Literal 1.40 46.24 53.16 6.92
Null Literal 1.15 85.14 91.68 6.54
Class Instance Creation 0.66 46.25 56.59 10.34
This Expression 0.49 44.64 46.37 1.73
Cast Expression 0.10 11.86 10.17 -1.69
arguments. It even can’t recognize that second argument can be a method call. But how DAMCA returns
correct sequence? DAMCA normalizes the last four lines and found a set() there, all the parameters of the
parent node removeAt() are stored while collecting AST and in its local context second argument of set() is a
method call. Therefore, Bi-LSTM encoder decoder with Attention mechanism extracts the relations between
code tokens by exploting them in higher dimensions to generates the most relevant sequence.
To validate our evaluation BLEU score for sequence prediction in both cross and intra-project settings,
we operate paired t-test for dependent means. The value of t varies from 44-70 in cross-project and 21-41 in
intra-project settings. For both settings, the p-score for all compared techniques are less than 0.00001 and




Code completion systems that complete either method calls or their arguments are related to our study.
A large number of method call completion systems have been proposed in the literature. For example,
Bruch et al. propose an example based method completion systems, called Best Matching Neighbors (BMN)
that uses the K-NN algorithm to recommend method calls [20]. Porksch et al. propose an extension of
BMN algorithm that uses the pattern based Bayesian network for recommendation [98]. Hou and Pletcher
develop a code completion technique, called BCC, that use sorting, filtering, and grouping of APIs [50, 51].
Asaduzzaman et al. develop a context-sensitive code completion technique, called CSCC, that leverages a
locality sensitive hashing and string similarity measure for method call recommendations [10]. DroidAssist
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supports method call completion and learns API usages from byte code of android mobile application [88].
APIRec is another method call completion technique that integrates fine-grained code change information
with code context [84]. However, none of these techniques focus on completing method arguments. While
a large number of code completion systems have been focusing on method call completion, only a few
techniques focus on completing arguments of the methods. These are Precise, proposed by Zhang et al. [144],
PARC developed by Asaduzzaman et al. [9] and LexSim proposed by Liu et al. [66]. Both Precise and
PARC build argument usage databases by mining previous code examples and collecting different code
contexts. LexSim leverages string similarity measure between the parameter and the argument names for
its recommendations. While they report acceptable accuracy, they cannot provide the arguments unless a
method call was selected by the developers. Method call completion is not supported in these techniques
and thus they are of limited use. There are other forms of code completion systems. These include but not
limited to API usage pattern completion [85,87], method body completion [44] and completion of next token
or a sequence of code tokens [45, 86, 89, 106, 128]. A number of studies are also found in program synthesis
domain that can generate code token/sequence. Some of them uses machine learning [39,80,117,119,138] and
others user rule-based approaches [30, 100]. However, evaluation for code completion or program synthesis
techniques in case of the method with argument completion is missing in the literature. Our approach
shows superior performance when we compare with different state-of-art method calls, code and arguments
completions, and program synthesis techniques.
3.6.2 Deep Learning in SE
Deep learning techniques have been applied to solve various software engineering research problems. This
includes but not limited to neural language model based code completion [43, 86, 106, 135], bug localization
[60, 131], code similarity/clone detection [64, 129, 134, 145], code search [38, 39] and deep learning model
testing [125]. A few of these studies are also related to our study. Hellendoorn and Devanbu propose a
cache enabled n-gram language model, called SLP, that can handle frequent changes in source code, large
vocabularies and deeply nested scopes [43]. They found that the modified n-gram language model performs
better than RNN or LSTM language models. Nguyen et al. propose a deep neural network based language
model, called DNN4C [86]. Three different models are created from the same source code and three hidden
layer representations are generated. A merge layer combines all three representations and generates the next
code token accordingly. SLANG collects sequences of method calls to complete multiple statements [106].
While SLANG supports argument completion to some extent but the support is very limited. DeepAPI also
uses the sequence to sequence learning approach to convert natural language query to a sequence of APIs.
Comparison results of SLP and DeepAPI with our proposed technique suggests that passing the lexical token
to the deep neural network cannot guarantee superior results. Moreover, DeepAPI is domain specific which
cannot be fitted for our problem. Other two (DNN4C and SLANG) could not be included in our study due
to unavailability of implementation.
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3.7 Threats To Validity
We have identified the following threats to the validity of our research.
First, we evaluate code completion systems using ten software systems written in the Java language. One
can argue that the result may not generalize for other systems and for different programming languages.
However, we would like to point to the fact that those subject systems are quite large in size and have been
actively developed by a large base of users. We thus believe that our proposed model would work well with
other Java systems.
Second, we collect JDK, Swing/AWT, and SWT method calls for evaluating code completion systems. Thus,
one can claim that we cannot generalize our findings for APIs of other frameworks and libraries. Given that
JDK, Swing/AWT, and SWT consist of a large number of APIs to support different domains of applications,
we believe that such cases would be highly unlikely and the result we obtain should largely carry over.
Third, we focus on eleven argument expression types in this study and ignore others. This is because
examples of other expression types are very small which make it impossible to train the model. Furthermore,
previous studies also follow the same strategy [9].
Fourth, we re-implement SLAMC because the technique is not publicly available. Although we cannot
guarantee that our implementation of the technique does not contain any errors, we spent considerable time
in replicating and testing the technique to ensure its correctness.
3.8 Summary
This chapter proposes a novel deep learning based code completion technique, called DAMCA, that recom-
mends both method name and its argument(s) as a sequence. Previous studies focus on either suggesting
method call names or their arguments. Few code completion techniques can suggest both but due to lack of
type information, they fail to recommend appropriate method call with the argument. Our proposed tech-
nique solves the problem using a Bi-directional LSTM based Encoder Decoder with Attention Mechanism
and Beam Search. Comparison of our proposed technique for ten large subject systems with other neural
network models and with existing state-of-art code completion systems shows that our proposed technique
is more robust and efficient. For both intra and cross-project settings, DAMCA outperforms every technique
by 5-25% in accuracy and 10-30% in MRR. Our sensitivity, argument expression type, manual and statistical
analysis strengthen the superiority of the proposed approach over all others. The proposed technique can
help the developers learning the API usages within the IDE. Furthermore, the technique is viable when the
code is compilable. However, developers also found to learn the APIs and their usages from social online
forums. Those code snippets are not always compilable which leads to our next study. In Chapter 4, we
thus explore why the code snippets on the social online forums hinder the learning process and propose a
technique for finding the fully qualified name of the APIs in the online forum code snippets.
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4 Learning from Examples to Find Fully Qualified
Names of API Elements in Code Snippets
The first study in Chapter 3 explores the API learning mechanism when the code snippets are written
with the IDE and are compilable. The developers can learn API usage by choosing the suggestion proposals
made by DAMCA. However, developers also explore different online forums such as StackOverflow, GitHub
to learn the APIs and their usages. More often those code snippets are found to be not compilable. One
primary reason is the API elements within the online forum code snippets have no Fully Qualified Names.
Thus learning from these code snippets or reusing the code snippets remain challenging. In this chapter,
we discuss our second study that proposes a context sensitive type solver technique, COSTER. It collects a
variety of contexts and finds the Fully Qualified Name of the API elements.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the problem along with the proposed
technique for solving the problem. Section 4.2 presents a motivating example and explains the challenges in
resolving FQNs of API elements. We describe our proposed technique in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 introduces
datasets and explains the evaluation procedure. Section 4.5 evaluates COSTER against two other state-of-
the-art techniques and Section 4.6 provides further insights on the performance of our proposed technique.
We discuss threats to the validity of our work in section 4.7 and Section 4.8 presents prior studies related to
our work. Finally, Section 4.9 summarizes the chapter.
4.1 Introduction
Developers extensively reuse Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) of software frameworks and libraries
to save both development time and effort. This requires learning new APIs during software development.
However, inadequate and outdated documentation of APIs hinder the learning process [27, 28]. As a result,
developers favor code examples over documentation [118]. To understand APIs with code examples, devel-
opers explore online forums, such as Stack Overflow (SO)1, GitHub Issues, GitHub Gists2 and so on. These
online forums provide a good amount of resources regarding API usages [94]. However, such usage examples
can suffer from external reference and declaration ambiguities when one attempts to compile them [28,120].




caused by missing declaration statements. As a result of these ambiguities, code snippets from online forums
are difficult to compile and run. According to Horton and Parnin [141] only 1% of the Java and C# code
examples included in the Stack Overflow posts are compilable. Yang et al. [49] also report that less than 25%
of Python code snippets in GitHub Gist are runnable. Resolving FQNs of API elements can help to identify
missing external references or declaration statements.
Prior studies link API elements in forum discussions to their documentation using Partial Program Anal-
ysis (PPA) [26], text analysis [12, 28], and iterative deductive analysis [120]. All these techniques except
Baker [120], need adequate documentation or discussion in online forums. However, 47% of the APIs do
not have any documentation [99] and such APIs cannot be resolved by those techniques. Baker [120] de-
pends on scope rules and relationship analysis to deduce FQNs of API elements. However, the technique
fails to leverage the code context and cannot infer 15-31% of code snippets due to inadequate information
within the scope [96]. Recently, Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) is used to determine FQNs of APIs
in StatType [96]. However, the technique requires a large number of code examples to train and it performs
poorly for APIs having fewer examples. The training time of StatType is also considerably higher than other
techniques.
In this study, we propose a context-sensitive type solver, called COSTER. The proposed technique collects
locally specific source code elements as well as globally related tokens as the context of FQNs of API elements.
We calculate the likelihood of appearing context tokens and the FQN of each API element. The collected
usage contexts and likelihood scores are indexed based on the FQNs of API elements in the occurrence
likelihood dictionary (OLD). Given an API element as a query, COSTER first collects the context of the
query API element. It then matches the query context with that of the FQNs of API elements stored in the
OLD, and then rank those FQNs leveraging three different scores: likelihood, context similarity, and name
similarity scores.
We compare COSTER against two state-of-the-art techniques for resolving FQNs of API elements, called
Baker [120] and StatType [96], using more than 600K code snippets from GitHub [73] and two different Stack
Overflow (SO) datasets. We not only reuse the SO dataset prepared by Phan et al. [96] but also build another
dataset of 500 SO posts. Results from our evaluation show that COSTER improves precision by 4-6% and
recall by 3-22% compared to state-of-the-art techniques. COSTER also needs ten times less training time and
one third less memory than StatType that is considered as a state-of-the-art technique for this problem. We
also investigate why the proposed technique outperforms others through extensive analyses on i) sensitivity,
ii) number of libraries, iii) API popularity, iv) receiver expression types, and v) multiple mapping cardinality.
Thus, the contributions of this study are as follows:
1. A technique that leverages a context-sensitive approach to resolve the FQN of an API element.
2. Evaluation of the proposed technique against two state-of-the-art techniques.
3. Extensive analyses on the results of all competing techniques.
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4.2 Motivating Example
Let us consider a code snippet collected from a SO post3 as shown in Fig. 1. The post describes a situation
where a developer wants to use the Element and Document classes, but (s)he does not know which libraries
or APIs need to be imported.
1 private void writeFile (){
2 dFact = DocumentBuilderFactory . newInstance ();
3 build = dFact. newDocumentBuilder ();
4 doc = build. newDocument ();
5
6 Element root = doc. createElement (" outPutResult ");
7 doc. appendChild (root);
8
9 for( Result r: resultList ){
10 Element |title = doc. createElement ("Title");
11 title. appendChild (doc. createTextNode (r. getTitle ));
12 root. appendChild (title);
13
14 Element add = doc. createElement (" Address ");
15 add. appendChild (doc. createTextNode (r. getAddress ));
16 root. appendChild ( address );
17 }
18 }// End of Write function
Figure 4.1: A Stack Overflow post3 regarding how to use the Element class
What are the challenges in resolving the FQNs of this code snippet? First, the code in online forums is
not always compilable or runnable. For example, in Fig. 1, the code snippet is incomplete, having not been
enclosed by a class. Thus, we cannot compile or run the code directly as more changes are required.
Second, the code snippets often contain identifiers without declarations. In Fig. 1, identifiers dFact,
build, and doc at line 2, 3, and 4, respectively are not declared within the code snippet. While completing
the declaration statements of these identifiers, declaration ambiguity will occur because of missing type
information.
Third, API elements used in a code snippet require specific external references. For example, the classes
DocumentBuilderFactory, Result and Element at lines 2, 6 and 9 require external references.
Last but not least, API elements can have name ambiguity. For example, there are five Element classes
in JDK 84 and it is not clear which Element class we should import to compile the code.
To tackle the above challenges, existing techniques either use rules or heuristics [28,108,120], or statistical
machine translation [96]. Rule-based systems (such as RecoDoc [28] and ACE [108]) search documentation or




discussions are usually informal [120] and using Partial Program Analysis [26] results in partially qualified
names [96]. Baker [120] resolves a type by deducing the candidate FQNs based on the tokens within the
scope of that type. The declaration of an API element can be located outside the current scope and Baker
fails to resolve the FQN of that API element. For example, the undeclared variables build and dFact at
lines 2 and 3 caused insufficient information for Baker [120]. Moreover, increasing the number of libraries
also increases the likelihood of mapping the same token name to multiple APIs with a similar name in the
oracle. That creates name ambiguities and Baker has too little information to tackle such ambiguities. To
overcome the limitations of rule-based systems, StatType [96] used locally specific resolved code elements to
find the regularity of co-occurring tokens. However, StatType requires a large number of training examples
to perform well. Moreover, the technique also requires a long training time. These motivate us to investigate
the problem further.
Key Idea:
Instead of relying only on the locally specific code elements (i.e., local context), COSTER also considers
globally related token (i.e., global context) of an API element. Such combination is found effective in other
research areas [5, 10,84]. The definitions of the local and global contexts are as follows:
Definition I Local Context: The local context of an API element consists of method calls, type names,
Java keywords and operators that appear within the top four and bottom four lines including the line in
which the API element appears. For example, local context of root.appendChild(title) at line 12 of Fig. 1 is
{for, Result, Element, =, createElement, appendChild, createTextNode, getTitle, Element, =, createElement,
appendChild, createTextNode, getAddress, appendChild}.
Definition II Global Context: The global context of an API element consists of any methods that
are called on the receiver variable, or use either the receiver variable or the API element as a method pa-
rameter, and located outside the top and bottom four lines of that API element. The global context of
root.appendChild(title) at line 12 of Fig. 1 is {appenChild} since the appendChild method at line 7 uses the
receiver variable root of the API element as a parameter.
Local context captures the naturalness [45] and localness [128] properties of the code. On the other
hand, global context tries to capture the long term dependency of the API element. The motivation behind
choosing global context is mainly because they enrich the context of an API element by adding the tokens
that are related to the element but do not closely located. For example, in Fig. 1, the local context of doc,
root, title and add have the method name appendChild. Therefore, co-occurrence based on local context will
suggest that all four are the object of the Element class. However, when we add the global context, doc will
have other methods, such as createTextNode, and the other three will have the appendChild only. Thus, the


























Figure 4.2: Overview of COSTER’s entire process of building OLD and recommending FQN of a
query API element
4.3 Proposed Technique
This section describes our proposed technique for finding FQNs of API elements, called COSTER (Context
Sensitive Type Solver). Fig. 4.2 shows an overview of the proposed technique. Our example-based context-
sensitive technique works in two steps as follows:
• Build Occurrence Likelihood Dictionary (OLD). We collect two different forms of contexts: local
context as per Definition I and global context as per Definition II (see Section 4.2, Key Idea) for each
API element; i.e., a method call, a field call or a type variable. Next, we combine them based on the
position in the source code to form the usage context. Finally, we calculate the likelihood of appearing
usages context tokens and the FQN of each API element. Collected usage contexts and likelihood scores
are indexed based on the FQNs of API elements in the OLD.
• Infer FQN of an API element. This involves searching for any FQN in OLD whose usage context
matches with that of the target API element. COSTER collects only those FQNs whose usage contexts
share a minimum number of tokens with the target API element. We called this the candidate list.
Next, we synthesize FQNs from the candidate list leveraging a) likelihood scores of contexts in the
candidate list, b) cosine similarity score between the usage contexts in the candidate list and the usage
context of the target API element, and c) name similarity score between the candidate FQNs and
the name of the target API element using the Levenshtein distance. A combined similarity score is
calculated and the technique sorts FQNs in the candidate list in descending order of their combined
similarity score. We recommend the top-k FQNs after removing any duplicates.
We describe each of these steps in detail as follows.
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Table 4.1: Example code snippet [113] with context, likelihood, context similarity, name similarity
scores and possible FQN candidates
1 private static int countFlips ( String stack) {
2 Set <String > visited = new HashSet <>();
3 Queue <State > bfsQueue = new LinkedList <>();
4 visited .add(stack);
5 bfsQueue .add(new State (0, stack));
6 while (! bfsQueue . isEmpty () && ! isSolved ( bfsQueue .peek (). pancakes )) {
7 State state = bfsQueue .poll ();
8 for (int i = 1; i <= state . pancakes . length (); ++i) {
9 String flipped = flip(state .pancakes , i);
10 if (! visited . contains ( flipped )) {
11 bfsQueue.add(new State(state .flips + 1, flipped ));




16 return bfsQueue .poll ().flips;
17 }
API Element: bfsQueue.add
Local Context:{State, =, poll, for, int, =, <=, length, ++, String, =, if, !, contains, State, +, add}
Global Context: {add, isEmpty, peek, poll}
Combined Context: {add, isEmpty, peek, State, =, poll, for, int, =, <=, length, ++, String, =, if, !, contains, State, +, add, poll}
Candidate Candidate Context Likelihood Score Context Similarity Name Similarity Candidate FQN
c1 ..., add, isEmpty,..., peek,....., for, poll 0.51 0.47 0.33 java.util.Queue
c2 for, int, ..., =, String, ....., if, ... 0.31 0.27 0.00 java.lang.String
c3 ....., if, contains, ..., isEmpty,...., String 0.26 0.24 0.07 java.util.List
c4 poll,..., for, ..., peek, add,..., isEmpty 0.21 0.36 0.33 java.util.Queue
c5 .., add, ..., poll, ...., for, .., peek 0.17 0.21 0.10 java.util.LinkedList
... ... ... ... ... ...
4.3.1 Building Occurrence Likelihood Dictionary (OLD)
In this step, we build a dictionary of usage context of API elements that will be used to infer the FQN of
query API element. To do that, COSTER uses Eclipse JDT5 to parse source code examples and collects usage
context of API elements (e.g., method calls, class names, and field calls) including their FQNs. The usage
context of an API element consists of two different contexts: local and global contexts defined previously.
The FQN of each API element and the corresponding usage context together constitute a transaction. We
then calculate the likelihood of appearing a context token and the FQN of the corresponding API element
leveraging the trigger pair concept of Rosenfeld [61]. If a token t is significantly correlated with the FQN
fp of an API element p, then t can be considered as a trigger for fp. However, instead of using maximum
entropy as was used by Rosenfeld [61], we estimate the likelihood of the FQN fp given the token t appeared
5https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/
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in the usages context by considering the ratio of transactions that contain both t and fp (N(t,fp)) over the
number of transactions that contain the t (N(t)) as shown below. Thus, the ratio represents the likelihood
score (ls (fp|t)) between a token and the FQN of the corresponding API element.
ls (fp|t) =
N(t, fp) + 1
N(t) + 1 (4.1)
To include the distance into consideration between p and t (i.e., the more p and t are closely located,
the higher will be the likelihood score between them), we update the likelihood score (ls(p,t)) calculation as
follows:
ls (p, t) = ls (fp|t)×
wweight
distance(p, t) + k (4.2)
Here, wweight represents the weight of the token and k is a small positive number. We set the value of
k to 0.0001 for our experiments to avoid division by zero. If the token is located in the local context, we
set the weight value to 1; otherwise, the weight value is set to 0.5. The distance between the token and
the API element, referred to distance(p, t), is calculated by considering the number of tokens between p and
t. The closer the token t to the API element p, the smaller would be the distance. Given a set of tokens
(i.e., T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tn}) as the usages context, we calculate the likelihood score of the FQN fp of the
corresponding API element p by summing the scores for all pairs of {p, ti}, as shown in Eq. 4.3.
log(ls(fp|T )) ' log(ls (p, T ))
' log(ls(p, t1)) + log(ls(p, t2)) + ....+ log(ls(p, tn))
(4.3)
We note that to avoid the underflow, we use the logarithmic form. The collected usage contexts and
likelihood scores are indexed based on the FQNs of API elements in the OLD.
4.3.2 Inferring FQN of an API element
This section discusses the steps we follow to determine the FQN of an API element.
Context Collection
Given an API element for which FQN needs to be determined, COSTER collects both local and global
contexts of the API element. Let us consider the API element bfsQueue.add as shown in Table 4.1. We
follow the same approach as described in the previous subsection to collect both local and global contexts
of API elements. The global context for the above-mentioned example consists of the following four method
calls: add, isEmpty, peek, and poll. Next, we combine tokens of local and global contexts to form a combined
context that preserves the order of tokens. Combined Context at Table 4.1 shows the context for our example.
From now on we refer to the combined context as the query context, API element of the query context as
the query API element, and the FQN of the query API element as the query FQN.
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Candidate list generation
Our next step is to select FQNs from OLD along with their contexts and likelihood scores where each context
matches with the query context. We select only those FQNs whose combined context shares at least 25%
of the tokens with that of the query context. The choice of the threshold value of 0.25 (25%) is made by
running the inference step for different values and getting the most stable performance for 0.25. Our query
context in Table 4.1 has 17 unique tokens in it. Therefore, if any contexts in the OLD has a minimum of
17× 0.25 ≈ 4 shared tokens, we include that in the candidate list.
Context similarity calculation
We now have a list of candidate contexts along with their FQNs, and we need to calculate how similar are
they to the query context. The goal of this step is to find similar contexts that not only contain similar
tokens but also those tokens that appear in the same order. Thus, we calculate the cosine similarity [77]
score and multiply that with the fraction of matched tokens that are in the same order of query context to




× Tq · Tci
||Tq|| ||Tci||
(4.4)
In Eq. 4.4, Tq and Tci are the numerical vector representations of the set of tokens of the query context and
each candidate context, respectively, Norder is the number of tokens in order and Nmatched is the number of
tokens matched. In the case of our example at Table 4.1, the column Context similarity shows the similarity
score between the query context and each candidate context.
Name similarity calculation
During our manual investigation of FQNs of API elements, we observe that the names of the API elements
that share similarity with the FQN are most likely the desired output. To leverage such similarity in our
ranking, we calculate the Levenshtein distance [63] between the name of the query API element (pq) and the
candidate FQNs (fci). The distance simply calculates the number of edits required to attain a particular FQN
from the query API element. The smaller the number of required edits, the higher would be the similarity
between the name of the query API element and a candidate FQN. Thus, we calculate the name similarity







In Eq. 4.5, lev(pq, fci) and len(fci) refer to the Levenshtein distance between the query API element
and each candidate FQN, and the length of the candidate FQN, respectively. Column name similarity in
Table 4.1 represents the name similarity scores between the API element bfsQueue and the candidate FQNs.
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We found that java.util.Queue has the highest name similarity score having the number of edits required as
10. Therefore, the name similarity score becomes: (1− 1015 ) = 0.33. java.lang.String requires 16 edits which
is the same as the length of FQN. Thus, the name similarity score becomes zero.
Recommending top-k FQNs
The candidate FQNs are sorted in descending order of the similarity scores calculated using Eq. 4.6.
candidate score(fci) = α× ls (fci|Tci)
+ β × Simcontext(Tq, Tci)
+ γ × Simname(pq, fci)
(4.6)
Here, ls (fci|Tci)) is the likelihood score of the candidate FQN fci given the set of tokens in the candidate
context Tci. Moreover, α, β, and γ are the coefficients of likelihood, context similarity, and name similarity
scores, respectively. The values of these variables are determined using Hill Climbing Adaptive Learning
algorithm [121] over the training data. For our example in Table 4.1, the final score for java.util.Queue,
java.lang.String, java.util.List and java.util.LinkedList based on Eq. 4.6 are 0.68, 0.38, 0.34 and 0.27, respec-
tively. Our technique recommends the top-k FQNs of API elements after removing any duplicates and the
value of k can be adjusted.
4.4 Evaluation
This section compares COSTER with two state-of-the-art techniques, Baker [120] and StatType [96]. To
evaluate COSTER, we answer the following three research questions:
• RQ1: Intrinsic Accuracy. How accurate is COSTER in identifying FQNs of API elements in Java
source code snippets collected from Github dataset [73]?
• RQ2: Extrinsic Accuracy. How accurate is COSTER in identifying FQNs of API elements in Java
code snippets collected from Stack Overflow posts?
• RQ3: Timing and memory performance. Does COSTER improve the timing and memory per-
formance compared with Baker and StatType?
All experiments were performed on a machine with an Intel Xeon processor having a processing speed of
2.10 GHz, 16 GB of memory, and running on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS operating system.
4.4.1 Dataset Overview
We collected datasets from two different sources for evaluating our technique and for comparing with the
state-of-the-art techniques. A brief overview of the datasets is shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Dataset Overview
GitHub Dataset Stack Overflow Dataset
Info Number Info Number
No. of Projects 50,000 No of Posts 500
No. Of Files 602,173 LOC 3,182
No. of Libraries 100 No. of Libraries 11
No. of Classes 19,259 No. of Classes 203
No. of Methods 99,473 No. of Methods 1,375
No. of Fields 21,739 No. of Fields 624
GitHub Dataset: We consider a collection of 50K Java projects collected from GitHub, called 50K-C
projects [73]. We use the term GitHub Dataset to refer to the dataset as shown in Table 4.2. The dataset
consists of 19K unique classes/types, 99K unique methods, and 21K fields. Our selection of this dataset is
based on the fact that all these projects are compilable and include all required dependencies in the form of
jars to resolve FQNs of all APIs. We select the top frequent 100 libraries used by these projects. Then we
use Eclipse JDT5 to parse the source code and to resolve FQNs of all API elements for those libraries.
Stack Overflow Datasets: We leverage two different Stack Overflow (SO) datasets to conduct the
extrinsic experiment. First, we consider the SO dataset used in the study of StatType [96]. We use the
term StatType-SO to refer to this dataset. We also built another dataset by collecting code snippets from
SO posts considering eleven popular libraries, referred to as COSTER-SO. Out of eleven libraries, ten are
selected as the top frequent libraries of GitHub dataset and the remaining one is JDK8. We downloaded the
latest SO data dump to collect code snippets. For each selected library, we searched the class, method and
field names in the code snippet to identify library posts. Similar to StatType [96], we collected code snippets
from both questions and answers. We then randomly collected 500 code snippets with an equal number of
code snippets selected for each library of interest. Code snippets in SO often do not contain required import
statements, variable declarations, class names or method bodies. To resolve FQNs, we need to convert those
code snippets to compilable Java source files by incorporating those missing information. Five annotators, all
are computer science graduate students, made those code snippets to compilable code snippets by manually
incorporating the missing information. The dataset consists of API elements from 203 unique classes, 1,375
unique methods, and 624 unique fields, as shown in table 4.2.
4.4.2 Evaluation Procedure
In the case of intrinsic evaluation, we apply the 10-fold cross-validation technique to measure the performance
of each technique for resolving FQNs of API elements. We divide the dataset into ten different folds, each
containing an equal number of API elements. Nine of those folds are used to train and the remaining fold is
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used to test the performance of the competing techniques. We use precision, recall, and F1 score to measure
the performance of each of the techniques. For each API element in the test dataset, we present the code
example to each technique to recommend the FQN of the selected API element. If the target FQN is within
the top-k positions in the list of recommendations, we consider it relevant. The precision, recall, and F1 are
defined as follows.
Precision = recommendations made ∩ relevantrecommendations made (4.7)
Recall = recommendations made ∩ relevantrecommendations requested (4.8)
F1 =
2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall (4.9)
Here, recommendations requested is the number of API elements in the test set. The recommendation
made is the number of cases the technique can recommend FQNs. We use two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank
test [136] for our study. For each evaluation metric (i.e., precision, recall and F1 score), we collect the result
of COSTER for each fold as one data point and compare ten data points we obtain from ten different folds
with that of Baker and StatType. Since we are performing two comparisons (i.e., comparing COSTER with
StatType and Baker), our result can be affected by the type I error in null hypothesis testing. To minimize
the error, we restrict the false discovery rate (FDR) by adjusting the p-values using Bonferroni correction [2].
If adjusted p-values are less than the significance level then we reject the null hypothesis (i.e., statistically,
the results of COSTER are significantly different than Baker and StatType).
For the extrinsic evaluation, we evaluate the effectiveness of all the competing techniques in recommending
FQNs of API elements in SO code snippets. We train each technique using code examples of GitHub dataset
and then test the technique using two different SO datasets. We then compute precision, recall and F1 scores
for each dataset separately. For both of the state-of-the-art techniques (i.e., Baker and StatType), we use
the settings used in their prior studies.
4.5 Experimental Result and Analysis
This section presents the evaluation results and answers research questions described in Section 4.4.
4.5.1 RQ1: Intrinsic Accuracy. How accurate is COSTER in identifying FQNs
of API elements in Java source code snippets collected from Github dataset [73]?
Table 4.3 shows the evaluation results for all three candidate techniques on the GitHub dataset. We determine
the performance of candidate techniques for top-1, top-3 and top-5 recommendations. Table 4.3 only shows
the top-1 recommendation for Baker since the technique only recommends the best match.
Results from our evaluation show that Baker gives comparatively lower precision and recall. While
the precision for the top-1 recommendation is 83.63%, the recall drops to 68.19%. Compared with Baker,
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Table 4.3: Precision (Prec.), Recall(Rec.) and F1 score (F1) of all competing for GitHub dataset [73]
Techniques Recc. Prec. Rec. F1
Baker
Top-1 83.63 68.19 75.12
Top-3 - - -
Top-5 - - -
StatType
Top-1 85.91 86.74 86.32
Top-3 89.34 90.76 90.04
Top-5 91.74 92.47 92.10
COSTER
Top-1 89.48 90.04 89.76
Top-3 92.11 93.26 92.68
Top-5 95.43 95.84 94.63
StatType improves both precision and recall by 2.28% and 18.55%, respectively. Among the three compared
techniques, COSTER obtains the best precision and recall. While the precision is 89.48%, the recall reaches
to 90.04% for the top-1 recommendation. Thus, COSTER achieves 5.85% higher precision and 21.85% higher
recall in comparison with Baker and 3.57% higher precision and 3.30% higher recall than StatType. These
indicate the effectiveness of the context that COSTER collects to capture the usages of FQNs of API elements.
Performance improves as we increase the number of recommendations. For example, the precision and recall
for the top-5 recommendations are 95.43% and 95.84%, respectively for COSTER. Statistically, the precision,
recall and F1 scores of COSTER are significantly different than the compared techniques for top-1, top-3,
and top-5 recommendations.
4.5.2 RQ2: Extrinsic Accuracy. How accurate is COSTER in identifying FQNs
of API elements in Java code snippets collected from Stack Overflow
posts?
Table 4.4 shows the evaluation results for the StatType-SO dataset considering the topmost recommendation.
The dataset consists of API elements from six different libraries. Since StatType performed better than Baker
for this dataset in their experiment [96], we only report results for StatType and COSTER.
Interestingly, as we see from Table 4.4 for the Hibernate library, COSTER obtains 3.9% and 8.9% higher
precision and recall compared to that of StatType. For the remaining five libraries, the differences between
the evaluation results of StatType and COSTER are very small. StatType has marginally better precision for
four libraries but COSTER obtains a slightly better recall. While the Precision of COSTER ranges between
93.7% and 98.4%, the recall ranges between 95.2% and 99.6%.
Next, we compare all three techniques for COSTER-SO dataset and the results are shown in Table 4.5.
Similar to the intrinsic experiment, Baker recommends only top-1 with comparatively poor performance. The
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Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1
Android 1,022 98.7 97.9 98.3 98.4 98.1 98.2
Joda Time 652 98.3 98.0 98.1 97.6 98.4 98.0
XStream 463 99.8 99.6 99.7 99.3 99.6 99.4
GWT 1,243 96.6 95.9 96.2 97.1 96.5 96.8
Hibernate 840 89.8 86.3 88.0 93.7 95.2 94.4
JDK 2,934 98.9 99.1 99.0 97.6 98.8 98.2
technique obtains 87.34% and 75.92% precision and recall, respectively. StatType obtains 3.31% and 15.74%
higher precision and recall compared to that of Baker. COSTER outperforms both Baker and StatType for
top-1 recommendation by obtaining 92.17% precision and 93.27% recall. For top-3 and 5 recommendations,
COSTER achieves 1-3% more precision and recall than StatType. Similar to intrinsic experiment, statistical
test after adjusting p-values shows that the results of COSTER are significantly different than Baker and
StatType.
4.5.3 RQ3: Timing and memory performance. Does COSTER improve the
timing and memory performance compared with Baker and StatType?
This section compares the time and memory performances that include training and testing times, and the
sizes of vocabulary, language model and dictionary. The sum of times required to parse source code to identify
API elements and to determine their FQNs is reported as the code extraction time in Table 4.6. Training
time includes the creation of OLD, training any machine learning model and so on. Inference time refers to
the time needed to detect the FQN of a query API element. Vocabulary, language model, and dictionary
sizes refer to the number of words in the vocabulary, size of the language model (if any), and the size of
the dictionary (if any), respectively. To have a fair comparison, all these techniques were run on the same
machine for GitHub dataset.
Baker requires the least amount of time for parsing source code whereas COSTER takes 30 more minutes
to collect the usage context of all API elements in the Github dataset. StatType, on the other hand, requires
more time, possibly because of generating source and target languages, and to check the alignment between
them. Baker does not require any training time since it simply stores the APIs in the dictionary without
calculating any scores. COSTER calculates the likelihood of the FQN of each API element given usage
context tokens in the training code examples (i.e., likelihood scores) and builds the OLD. It takes around 11
hours to complete these operations. StatType requires significantly higher training time. It takes more than
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Table 4.5: Precision (Prec.), Recall(Rec.) and F1 score (F1) comparison between all competing
techniques for COSTER-SO dataset
Techniques Recc. Prec Rec. F1
Baker
Top-1 87.34 75.92 81.23
Top-3 - - -
Top-5 - - -
StatType
Top-1 90.65 91.66 91.15
Top-3 93.76 94.86 94.31
Top-5 95.73 97.05 96.39
COSTER
Top-1 92.17 93.27 92.72
Top-3 96.65 97.09 96.87
Top-5 98.27 98.95 98.61
Table 4.6: Timing and memory performance for all three competing techniques
Baker StatType COSTER
Code Extraction Time (hrs) 7.9 9.1 8.2
Training Time (hrs) - 109 11
Inference Time (ms) 6.2 4.3 5.2
Vocabulary Size (n words) 1.7M 7.9M 2.8M
Language Model Size (GB) - 6.9 -
Dictionary Size (GB) 1.63 - 2.3
100 hours to train. One can argue that training is a one-time operation. However, we would like to point
to the fact that supporting a new library would require training the technique. Such a long training time
can increase the cost significantly if a user leverages any web services for model training. For example, on
Amazon EC26, StatType will cost more than 200 USD to train the technique only once whereas COSTER
will cost between 18-20 USD. In the case of inference, COSTER requires 0.9 milliseconds more than StatType
to determine FQN of a query API element. The difference is negligible and can be ignored.
Baker has the least memory requirement, having 1.7 million tokens in the vocabulary that requires 1.63
gigabytes of memory. Having just 0.9 million more tokens and 700 megabytes more memory, COSTER
performs significantly better than Baker. StatType requires about three times the number of tokens and
memory required by COSTER. In short, the results in Table 4.6 show that our proposed technique is capable
6https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/
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to exhibit the best performance (reported in Table 4.3), requiring one-tenth training time and one-third
memory than StatType. Thus, our proposed technique can be considered as efficient, not only in terms of
accuracy but also in terms of timing and memory requirements.
4.6 Discussion
The evaluation results in the previous section provide a ranking of competing techniques in terms of their
performance. However, it does not answer why COSTER performs better than other techniques. We hypoth-
esize that this is because of COSTER’s ability to capture the fuller context of the FQNs of API elements.
To provide further insights into this hypothesis, we conduct a set of studies and present their results in this
section. All the experiments and analyses in this section are performed on GitHub Dataset.
4.6.1 Sensitivity Analysis: Impact of decision
This section validates our design decisions for building the model. Our local context consists of the top and
the bottom four lines, including the line in which the API element is located. We select four lines because
we observe that the precision becomes steady after considering more than four lines whereas the execution
time increases exponentially. We conduct a set of studies to understand how the selection of tokens, different
contexts, and similarity scores affect the performance of the technique. Our initial context C0 contains tokens
from the top four lines only. Next, we add the tokens of the bottom four lines with C0 to create the context
C1 (i.e., local context). To understand the importance of using the global context, first, we incorporate those
methods of the global context that are called on the receiver variable to create C2, and then add the methods
that use either the receiver variable or the API element as a method parameter to create C3. Therefore, the
context-wise categories are:
C0: Context containing tokens from the top four lines.
C1: C0 + Tokens from the bottom four lines.
C2: C1 + Methods of global context that are called on the receiver variable.
C3: C2 + Methods of global context that use either the receiver variable or the API element as a method
parameter.
COSTER considers three different similarity scores: likelihood score, context similarity score, and name
similarity score. To understand the effect of those similarity scores, we train and test COSTER using different
context settings (i.e., C0, C1, C2, and C3) using only the likelihood score. Next, we train and test COSTER
by including the context similarity score and the name similarity score, one at a time. We record the precision,
recall, and F1 score after each run, as shown in Table 4.7.
Considering only top four lines of the local context, precision and recall values reach to 45.72% and 46.27%
for the top-1 recommendation. Adding the bottom four lines of the local context also helps to improve the
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Table 4.7: Precision (Prec.), Recall (Rec.) and F1 score (F1) of COSTER for considering different
contexts and similarity scores




Top-1 45.72 46.27 45.99
Top-3 52.94 51.73 52.33




Top-1 51.67 48.21 49.88
Top-3 54.34 53.71 54.02




Top-1 62.76 65.17 63.94
Top-3 71.83 74.33 73.06




Top-1 71.38 72.94 72.15
Top-3 79.17 82.94 81.01




Top-1 85.67 86.19 85.93
Top-3 90.82 92.08 91.45




Top-1 89.48 90.04 89.76
Top-3 92.11 93.26 92.68
Top-5 95.43 95.84 95.63
result, precision and recall values are increased by 5.95% and 1.94%, respectively. We also observe that the
inclusion of the global context also has a positive impact on the performance. The precision and recall values
reach to 71.38% and 72.94%, respectively for the top-1 recommendation. Context similarity score plays a
more important role than the name similarity score. Adding the context similarity score increases precision
and recall values to 85.67% and 86.19%, respectively. Finally, when we consider all the contexts and similarity
scores we obtain the best result. The precision and recall values reach to 89.48% and 90.04% for the top-1
recommendation. We also observe similar effects when we consider top-3 and top-5 recommendations.
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4.6.2 Effect of increasing the number of libraries
Increasing the number of libraries can have the following two effects. First, with the increase of libraries,
the number of infrequent APIs also increases. Second, the likelihood of mapping the same API name to
multiple FQNs in the training examples also increases. We were interested in examining how these affect
the performance. Baker and COSTER can easily be adapted to an iterative experiment setting where we
increase the number of libraries by adding one library at a time and record the performance at each step.
However, we could not do so for StatType because the technique takes a considerable amount of time for
training. Thus, we conduct the experiment by considering seven different number of libraries and record the
performance of all three competing techniques for the top-1 recommendation at each number. Note that we
apply the same 10-fold cross-validation technique to measure the performance.
Figure 4.3: The effect of increasing the number of libraries on the (a) performance ( i.e., F1 score)
and (b) Code extraction + Training time of Baker, StatType and COSTER
Fig. 4.3(a) shows the F1 score of Baker, StatType and COSTER for different number of libraries. Among
the three competing techniques, Baker performs relatively poorly where it has around 90% F1 score for
five libraries and the performance drops as we increase the number of libraries. The primary reason for
such declination is that the more we increase the number of libraries, the more the API names are mapped
to multiple FQNs. Thus, Baker fails to reduce the size of the candidate set into one for those multiple
mapping cases. StatType and COSTER have similar F1 score when the number of libraries is five. However,
increasing the number of libraries affects the performance of StatType more than that of COSTER. Increasing
the number of libraries also increases the number of APIs and many of those APIs lack a large number of
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examples. This affects the performance of StatType. However, the performance of COSTER affects the least.
This is possible because the technique considers different information sources to recommend FQNs of APIs
and does not require large training examples to capture their usage patterns (discussed more in the next
analysis).
With respect to timing, shown in Fig. 4.3(b), StatType has the worst outcome. With the increase of
libraries, the number of examples also increases and the training time grows exponentially for StatType.
Baker has the best performance since it does not require any training time. On the other hand, COSTER
consumes twice more time than Baker and ten times less than StatType, and manages to maintain the highest
F1 score.
4.6.3 Impact on API popularity
This section investigates the relationship between the performance of recommending FQNs of APIs and
popularity of those APIs. The popularity of an API is defined as the number of times that API is used in
source code examples. We categorize APIs into five different groups based on their popularity or frequency of
usages. The first group consists of APIs whose usage frequency is no more than 5% of all usages of APIs. We
refer to this group as the very unpopular APIs (VU). The usage frequency of the second group of APIs ranges
between 6-25%, referred to as the unpopular APIs (UP). The usage frequency of the next two groups ranges
between 26-50% and 51-75%, and are called the popular (P) APIs and very popular (VP) APIs, respectively.
Finally, APIs whose usage frequency is more than 75% of all API usages are referred to as the extremely
popular (EP). We calculate the precision and recall for all five groups of APIs using the GitHub dataset.
From Fig. 4.4, we see that the performance of StatType and COSTER are very close for the extremely
popular APIs. The difference is no more than 2% for both precision and recall. However, the performance
difference becomes more significant as the popularity of APIs decreases. For example, for the popular
APIs COSTER achieves 4-7% higher precision and 3-16% higher recall than the other two techniques. The
difference becomes the highest for the very unpopular APIs, where COSTER is about 6-28% more accurate
in terms of precision and recall compared with the other two techniques. Thus, among the three techniques
we compared, API popularity affects the performance of COSTER the least. Moreover, for unpopular and
very unpopular API categories, StatType obtains the worst precision values. For these APIs, StatType
could not find enough examples in the training dataset and that affects the performance of the technique.
We collected 30 examples of very unpopular APIs where StatType failed to produce the correct result and
manually investigated them. We found that StatType returned FQNs in 16 cases which are nowhere close to
the actual FQNs. This indicates that StatType cannot perform well in detecting FQNs of those APIs that
are either unpopular or very unpopular. However, COSTER considers a rich set of information to form a
context of an API and does not require a large number of examples for training. Statistically, the precision





Figure 4.4: Comparing precision and recall of Baker, StatType and COSTER for API groups of
different popularity.
4.6.4 Effect of receiver expression types
We categorized receiver expressions of API method or field calls based on their AST node types. We were
interested in learning whether the performance of Baker, StatType, and COSTER vary across different
receiver expression types.
Table 4.8 shows the performance of all three techniques across different receiver expression types. The
second column of the table shows the percentage of test cases for each receiver expression type.
The simple name is the most popular expression type, followed by the qualified name and the method
invocation. Around 95% of test cases belong to these three expression types. The difference in performance
between COSTER and StatType for these expression types are small compared to other expression types.
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Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec.
Class Instance Creation 0.27 0 0 84.13 85.11 89.43 91.53
Array Access 0.28 76.14 78.34 85.43 87.76 90.17 91.27
Type Literal 0.34 66.34 72.43 86.73 87.11 89.73 90.17
String Literal 1.20 67.14 72.14 98.34 99.47 98.34 99.71
Simple Name 72.21 83.14 76.17 85.17 86.20 90.43 91.83
Qualified Name 16.21 80.73 78.59 86.74 89.43 91.74 92.68
Method Invocation 6.93 18.24 11.49 84.21 85.27 84.91 86.72
Field Access 1.11 64.14 75.18 87.34 87.66 88.17 89.17
The lack of code examples contributes to the difference between StatType and COSTER for other expression
types (discussed in Section 4.6.3). For the three most frequent receiver expression types, the precision and
recall of StatType range between 84-86% and 85-89%, respectively. In the case of COSTER, the precision
and recall range between 85-91% and 86-92%, respectively. We investigated 50 incorrect predictions made by
StatType which were correctly inferred by COSTER, and found that global context played the primary role
for such difference. Due to the presence of global context, COSTER was able to find similar contexts from
OLD and determined the correct FQNs. StatType considers only the last four tokens and was not able to
determine FQNs of those cases. Baker performs very poorly compared to StatType and COSTER. Finally,
results from two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test [136] after adjusting p-values show that, statistically the
precision and recall of COSTER are significantly different than Baker and StatType for all receiver expression
types.
4.6.5 Multiple Mapping Cardinality Analysis
Name ambiguity poses a threat for resolving FQNs of APIs, as indicated by prior studies [28, 96, 108, 120].
Name ambiguity occurs when multiple classes, methods, or fields with the same name exist in different
libraries or different packages of the same library. This section investigates COSTER’s ability in resolving
the name ambiguity for API elements with one or multiple FQN mapping candidates and compared the
result with that of Baker and StatType. We use the term cardinality to refer to the number of FQN mapping
candidates and the test cases are categorized based on different cardinality values. Next, we calculate the
precision of Baker, StatType, and COSTER for those categories for the top-1 recommendations. We only
consider precision because we cannot determine cardinality for missing cases. The first column of Table 4.9
shows different cardinality values. The second column shows the percentage of test cases for each cardinality
value. The remaining three columns show the precision of Baker, StatType, and COSTER.
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Table 4.9: Precision (for top-1 recommendation) of Baker, StatType and COSTER for multiple
mapping cardinality analysis
Cardinality Data (%) Baker StatType COSTER
1 46.72 100 100 100
<3 16.54 91.73 92.61 96.73
<10 11.46 84.36 90.43 92.47
<20 7.30 78.98 88.81 91.26
<50 6.34 68.51 86.72 90.72
<100 4.50 62.43 85.12 89.43
<500 3.68 54.72 84.73 89.02
<1K 2.92 43.57 84.28 88.43
1K+ 0.53 19.76 83.52 88.17
Table 4.9 shows that 46.7% of total test APIs have only one mapping candidate. Therefore, for around half
of the test cases, the techniques do not need to deal with ambiguities. According to Table 4.9, COSTER can
solve all single mapping cases successfully similar to Baker and StatType. With the increase of cardinality,
the precision decreases to 19.7% for Baker. In the case of StatType, the precision drops from 100% to
83.5% as we increase the cardinality. However, the performance of COSTER affects the least among all
three competing techniques. The precision of COSTER drops from 100% to 88.17% when cardinality value
changes from 1 to 1K+. Statistically, the precision of COSTER is significantly different than both Baker and
StatType.
4.6.6 Limitation
Despite having the best results for all of the experiments, COSTER has some limitations that are discussed
in this section.
First, if an API element contains multiple method calls, COSTER often fails to resolve the FQN of the
last method call. For example, consider the method call statement at Listing 4.1, COSTER was able to
detect the FQN of the first two method calls but failed for the last method call (i.e., toString). However,
such cases are very rare (0.0004%).
DownloadManager . getInstance (). getDownloadsListFiltered (). toString ()
Listing 4.1: An example [113] where the proposed technique failed to
Second, Stack Overflow code fragments can be very short, which can even contain only one line. In such
cases, COSTER finds very few to no context at all and fails to resolve FQNs of API elements. However, we
investigated 20 such cases and found that 16 of them can be solved by reading the posts. That gives us a
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future research direction of resolving FQNs of API elements leveraging textual content of SO posts. That
can be combined with the current implementation of COSTER.
Finally, similar to StatType, out-of-vocabulary issue also affects the recall of our technique. However,
our proposed technique received a high accuracy by considering code examples collected from open-source
software repositories.
4.7 Threats to Validity
This section discusses threats to the validity of this study.
First, we considered 100 most frequently used libraries of the GitHub dataset in this study. One can argue
that the result may not generalize to other frameworks or libraries. However, all these libraries are popular
and have been actively used by developers. we also observed that increasing the number of libraries affected
the performance of COSTER the least (see Section 4.6.2). Thus, our results should largely carry forward.
Second, the accuracy of our proposed technique can be affected by the ability to correctly find API usages
in Stack Overflow code snippets. To mitigate this issue, each code snippet was analyzed by two different
annotators. When there were ambiguities, they talked to each other to resolve the issue. However, such cases
were very rare.
Third, the process of making Stack Overflow code compilable by the annotators can be erroneous by
importing incorrect import statements for code compilation. However, we validated the random selection of
those compilable Java source files manually, and they did not find any such errors.
Finally, we consider the likelihood score, cosine [77] based context similarity score and Levenshtein dis-
tance [63] based name similarity score. Other similarity measures could give us different results. However,
those similarity measures that we selected are widely used and we are confident with the results.
4.8 Related Work
One closely related work to ours is that of Baker [120]. For each API element name, the technique builds
a candidate list and shorten after each iteration based on the scoping rules and a set of relationships. The
process continues until all elements are resolved or the technique cannot shorten those lists further. Our
work is also closely related to StatType [96]. The technique uses the type and resolution context of API
elements and statistical machine translation to infer FQNs of API elements. However, we capture long-
distance relations of an API Element through global context along with local context and reduces search
space step by step. Thus, COSTER performs better than both Baker and StatType with lesser training time
than StatType (see Section 4.5.3).
Another related work is Partial program analysis (PPA) [26]. The technique leverages a set of heuristics to
identify the declared type of expressions. PPA can be an inclusion of a technique rather than being standalone
for resolving API names. For example, RecoDoc [28] uses PPA [26] to link between code elements and their
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documentation. However, 47% of libraries in the Maven repository do not contain any documentation [99].
ACE [108] is another technique that works on SO posts, analyzes texts around the code and links them. ACE
involves text to code linking rather than code to code linking, and thus not suited for evaluation.
Techniques have been developed that focus on type resolution for dynamically typed languages, such as
JavaScript (JS) and Python [42, 69, 105, 120, 126]. JSNice [105] uses conditional random fields to perform
a joint prediction of type annotation for JavaScript variables. DeepTyper [42] leverages a neural machine
translation to provide type suggestions for JS code whereas NLP2Type [69] uses a deep neural network to
infer the function and its parameter from docstring. Tran et al. [126] recognize the variable name from
minified JS, and the work of Xu et al. [140] resolves Python’s variable by applying probabilistic method
on multiple sources of information. However, the primary challenge and application of these techniques are
different than ours. An interesting research direction can be combining any of these techniques with our
solution and examine the effect for dynamically typed languages.
A number of studies in the literature trace the links between source code and documentation using various
approaches. These include but are not limited to topic modelling [11, 83], Latent Semantic Indexing [29,
72], text mining [12], feature location [65], Vector Space Model [130, 146], classifier [56], Structure-oriented
Information Retrieval [74,112], ranking based learning [142] and deep learning [59]. However, these techniques
primarily focus on documentation, bug reports, and email content whereas we focus on linking between code
elements.
4.9 Summary
This study explores an important and non-trivial problem of finding FQNs of API elements in the code
snippets. We propose a context-sensitive technique, called COSTER that collects local and global contexts for
each API element, calculate the occurrence likelihood score and store the collected usage contexts, likelihood
scores and FQNs of API elements in the occurrence likelihood dictionary (OLD). Using the likelihood score
along with context and name similarity scores, the proposed technique resolves FQNs of API elements.
Comparing COSTER with two other state-of-the-art techniques show that our proposed technique improves
precision by 4-6% and recall by 3-22% along with an improvement of training time by a factor of ten.
Experiments on the effect the number of libraries, API popularity, receiver expression types, multiple mapping
cardinality, and sensitivity analysis elaborates why COSTER performs better than Baker and StatType. The
compared techniques claim that their approaches will work for the dynamically typed programming languages
such as JavaScript. However, there is a lack of study of validating such a claim. In the next chapter
(Chapter 5), we thus explore the performance of the techniques build for the statically typed programming
languages such as Java for the dynamically typed programming languages. Additionally, we propose a
technique that captures the localness of the dynamically typed code and infer the types of the code element.
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5 Exploring Type Inference Techniques of
Dynamically Typed Languages
Our previous study (Chapter 4) explores how to resolve the API elements of the online forum code
snippets for statically typed programming languages such as Java. While exploring the problem, we find
that the techniques developed for Java are declared to be adaptable for the dynamically typed programming
languages such as JavaScript without having any empirical analysis. Moreover, languages such as JavaScript
can have better usability with typed annotations. Thus in this chapter, we explore the effectiveness of
techniques build for Java in the case of JavaScript. Additionally, we propose a technique that can infer the
type of JavaScript code elements using local properties of the code.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduce the study along with the proposed
technique. Section 5.2 presents a motivating example for the study, Section 5.3 presents prior studies related
to our work. Section 5.4 introduces dataset and explains the evaluation procedure followed by answer of
three research questions in Section 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. Section 5.8 provides further insights of the comparison
results. The key findindgs of the study is summarized in Section 5.9. We discuss threats to the validity of
our work in section 5.10 and Section 5.11 summarizes the chapter.
5.1 Introduction
Dynamically typed programming languages enable developers to write less verbose code by removing the
burden of specifying types in code, thus support quick prototyping. Such dynamic type systems allow
language designers to avoid spending considerable time developing a type system to ensure the completeness
of the program at compile time. However, the development and usages of TypeScript1, Flow2 and Closure3
indicate that leading software companies are now considering static typing as an important part of developing
code. Recent research results also show the benefits of static typing. For example, Gao et al. [33] find that
adding type annotations in JavaScript can help to avoid 15% of the reported bugs. Prior studies [41, 104]
also show that static type systems help in understanding undocumented code, fixing type issues and solving
semantic errors, thus have a positive impact on the maintenance of software. Finally, building code completion





based on the type of receiver variable [10]. The lack of type information thus makes the dynamically typed
languages difficult to provide precise completion proposals. Therefore, it is important to add type information
to dynamically typed languages.
Existing type inference techniques that learn from code examples can be divided into two broad categories.
First, there are techniques [28,96,108,113,120] that are designed to resolve the types of online code snippets.
These techniques are developed and tested for the code snippets written in statically typed languages (such
as Java). While the language is statically typed, those online code snippets often do not contain type
declarations [120]. This makes it difficult to determine which libraries need to be imported to compile the
code correctly. Techniques such as StatType [96] and COSTER [113] fall under this category. For example,
StatType [96] uses statistical machine translation whereas COSTER [113] leverages a combination of three
similarity measures for inferring types. While both techniques achieve high precision and recall, they are
only tested for code snippets written in Java. However, it is not clear whether such techniques can provide
similar performance for dynamically typed languages, such as JavaScript.
The other group of techniques are specifically designed and tested for dynamically typed programming
languages (i.e., JavaScript). For example, Raychev et al. [105] developed the technique JSNice that predicts
the type of a code element based on the types of the surrounding code elements that are connected with
the target code element through the dependency graph. Malik et al. [69] developed a technique, called
NL2Type, that leverages JSDoc, comments, the formal signatures of the functions, and a recurrent neural
network model to infer the types of the functions and its parameters. DeepTyper [42] uses a neural machine
translation-based approach to infer the types of JavaScript code elements. Type inference techniques for
JavaScript receive significant performance gain from using a deep learning technique. However, a problem
with deep learning techniques is that they require considerable training time. While training often considers a
one-time operation, supporting a new library or adding more training examples require retraining the model.
This motivates us to investigate the type inference of JavaScript further.
In this paper, we first conduct an empirical study to understand how the type inference techniques
developed for the statically typed language (i.e, Java) perform for the dynamically typed language (i.e,
JavaScript). To answer the question, we apply two state-of-the-art techniques developed for Java to predict
the types of JavaScript code elements. While doing the empirical study, we find code elements specific to
a type usage are closely located to it, also known as locally specific. Thus, we investigate how to capture
such localness property more accurately. We use a combination of word embedding, context similarity, and
local model to infer the types of code elements. Finally, we compare the proposed technique with not only
the techniques developed for Java but also the deep learning based type inference techniques developed for
JavaScript. Thus, our study is based on the following research questions.
RQ1: How do the techniques developed for Java perform for type inference of code written in JavaScript?
The results of the empirical study show that the performance of both competing techniques drops signif-




Figure 5.1: A motivational example [114]
RQ2: Can we develop a type inference technique that can address the limitations of techniques discussed
in RQ1?
We observe 20-47% performance gain for our proposed technique than the techniques developed for
inferring types in Java code snippets.
RQ3: How do the deep learning techniques developed for JavaScript perform in comparison with the
proposed technique?
Findings from the study are aligned with prior studies [31, 43, 54, 76], indicating that our proposed tech-
nique can significantly reduce the training time with comparable performance.
Furthermore, analysis of sensitivity, overlapping and number of training examples justify the findings.
Thus, we make the following three contributions.
1. Conduct an empirical study to evaluate the performance of type inference techniques that are developed
for Java code snippets for JavaScript code snippets.
2. Propose a technique that uses local specific code tokens as context, Word2Vec, context similarity, and
a local model to infer the types of the code elements of JavaScript.
3. Conduct a comparative study of the proposed technique with the deep learning-based state-of-the-art
techniques along with the extensive analysis of the result.
5.2 Motivational Example
Let us consider a JavaScript function as shown in Fig. 5.1 that takes any physical body imposter, three
dimensional force and point as parameters, and applies impulse on the imposter by the force at that point.
TypeScript enables optional types to be added to the JavaScript code. While developers may benefit
from such type annotations of code elements (see Fig. 5.1 (b)), annotating an existing codebase is a time
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consuming operation, requires expertise and often can be erroneous [42]. An automated technique that can
learn from existing type annotations of codebases and can recommend types of JavaScript code elements as
a developer types code can be useful in this case.
Furthermore, software engineering tasks such as code completion can be difficult. For example, the
parameter imposter is annotated as any. Therefore, if a user requests for code completion at Line 4 by typing
a dot (.) after imposter, the completion system will fail to recommend anything as it does not have any type
information.
Finally, the function does not have any JSDocs or line comments. Thus, techniques that depend on
JSDoc and line comments, such as NL2Type [69], will not not work in this case. On the other hand, since
the function is very small in size, COSTER [113] will not be able to collect any code tokens outside the top
and bottom four lines. This can impact the performance of the technique.
5.3 Related Study
5.3.1 Empirical studies on type inference
A number of studies explore the usefulness of type inference in dynamically typed languages. Hackett and
Guo [40] analyze JavaScript snippets and show that a type inference engine can increase the performance
of different functionalities of a website by 50%. Pradel et al. [97] analyze scripts in the runtime, find
inconsistencies of types, report them as bugs. Gao et al. [33] investigate the TypeScript1 and Flow2 for
detecting buggy code and find that around 15% of bugs can be detectable by both engines. Ray et al. [104]
conduct a large scale empirical study on GitHub projects and find that statically typed languages are less
defect prone than dynamically typed languages. The above works either examine buggy type annotations or
the importance of a type inference engine whereas we focus on investigating type inference techniques of a
dynamically typed language (i.e., JavaScript)
5.3.2 Type inference in statically typed languages
Techniques developed for statically typed language, such as Java, can be divided into two groups: linking
code from text and linking code from code.
Linking code from text based techniques use documentation [11, 28, 72], bug reports [29, 83], emails [12]
and posts from online Q&A sites [108] to find appropriate types in Java code snippets. However, these
approaches suffer from accuracy due to the lack of documentation [99] and informal nature of bug reports
and posts [113].
Baker [120] is the first to link code from the other code tokens situated within the same scope and uses
an iterative deducing technique to infer types of code elements. However, the technique fails to infer types of
a number of code elements due to strict scope rules [96, 113]. StatType [96] uses the original code fragment
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as the source language and type resolved code fragment as the target language. It leverages a statistical
machine translation technique to find mapping between them. The technique performs poorly for the types
having a lesser number of examples [113]. COSTER [113] is another technique that can infer types of code
elements in Java code snippets based on the type usage contexts and three different similarity measures (i.e,
occurrence likelihood, context similarity, and name similarity scores). In our RQ1, we find that COSTER is
not applicable for dynamically typed languages (such as JavaScript) since it cannot capture the differences
in the structure of languages.
5.3.3 Type inference in dynamically typed languages
Inferring types in case of dynamically typed languages such as JavaScript, Python, Ruby and so on can be
categorized into three groups: type annotation, program analysis-based and probabilistic type inference.
TypeScript1 developed by Microsoft and Flow2 developed by Facebook are the type annotation based
solutions. However, developers need to manually annotate the type information, which requires considerable
time and effort [42].
Program analysis-based type inference techniques are largely formal and static rule based [1, 3, 7, 8, 32,
52, 62, 67, 123]. Such approaches are unable to perform well for statistically uncomputable functions such as
eval [40, 69].
JSNice [105] is the first work on probabilistic type inference that constructs a dependency network between
the code elements of known properties and unknown properties. The unknown node of the dependency
network is predicted using the conditional random field. DeepTyper [42] is a neural machine translation-
based technique that considers the stream of code tokens as the source language and the stream of types as
the target language. Based on the bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), the technique learns the
mapping between the source and target languages. The technique then infers types based on the mapping.
NL2Type [69] is another deep learning-based type inference technique for JavaScript that focuses on the
parameters and return types of functions. The technique creates contexts based on the JSDoc, comments
and the formal signatures of methods. Those natural texts are preprocessed and passed through a Word2Vec
and a bidirectional Long Short Term Memory based neural network to learn the nonlinear relations. Both
NL2Type and DeepTyper outperform JSNice whereas we develop a technique that significantly reduce the
training time without sacrificing the accuracy (see Section 5.7).
5.4 Experimental Design
This section describes the dataset and the experimental settings of our study.
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Table 5.1: Dataset Overview
Total Training Testing
No. of Projects 774 697 77
No. of Files 100,805 90,724 10,081
No. of Tokens 25,997,343 23,455,632 2,541,711
5.4.1 Dataset Description
For evaluating the performance of type inference techniques, we use the dataset developed by Hellendoorn
et al. [42]. The dataset consists of the top 1000 open source JavaScript projects selected based on the star
count whose code elements are annotated by developers using TypeScript (ts). We successfully retrieve 774
projects in September 2019 out of those 1000 projects. The rest of the projects are either deleted or made
private. Thus, we cannot include them in our study. Table 5.1 shows an overview of the dataset we used for
our experiments. The dataset contains more than 100K files. All projects are parsed using the TypeScript
compiler1. The compiler returns a type for each variable, class object, literal, function’s return type, and
parameter. The type of a code token represents an instance in our dataset.
We use the ten-fold cross-validation technique where the collected projects are divided into ten different
folds. Nine out of those ten folds are used to train, and the remaining fold is used for testing. We repeat the
process ten times by changing the test fold and record the performance of each competing technique. The
final result is calculated by taking the average performance of all ten folds.
5.4.2 Evaluation Procedure
We use the precision, recall, and F1 score to measure the performance of compared techniques. We present the
code example for each instance in the test dataset to a technique for inferring the type of that code element.
We consider the recommendation is relevant if the actual type is present in the top-k recommendations. The
precision, recall, and F1 score are defined as follows.
Precision = recommendations made ∩ relevantrecommendations made (5.1)
Recall = recommendations made ∩ relevantrecommendations requested (5.2)
F1 =
2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall (5.3)
Here, recommendations requested refers to the total number of instances in the test set. Recommendations
made is the number of instances for which a technique infers types. Recommendations requested is the number
of instances required inference. We use a two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test [136] to determine whether
the difference between the performance of two compared techniques are statistically significant or not. For
each evaluation metric (i.e., precision, recall and F1 score), we collect the result of each competing technique
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for each fold as one data point and compare ten data points obtained from ten different folds with that of
the compared technique.
5.5 RQ1: How do the techniques developed to infer types in Java
code snippets perform for JavaScript code snippets?
5.5.1 Motivation
Techniques that infer types in online Java code snippets showed great performance [96,113]. Prior studies of
those techniques also argued that such techniques can easily be adapted to dynamically typed programming
languages (such as JavaScript). We are interested in learning the effectiveness of those techniques to detect
types in JavaScript code snippets. Results from the study can help us to decide whether we can reuse those
techniques for JavaScript code snippets or further modification is required.
5.5.2 Approach
We choose two state-of-the-art techniques, StatType [96] and COSTER [113], that are developed to detect
types in code snippets written in Java language. We made necessary changes to adapt those techniques for
JavaScript language. COSTER collects both local and global contexts to capture the type usage context of
code elements. The technique collects any types, keywords, function calls and operators that appear within
the top and bottom four lines as the local context. The global context consists of methods outside of the
local contexts that are invoked on the receiver variable and that use the code element or the receiver variable
as the parameter. To adapt the technique for JavaScript, we leverage the TypeScript compiler to collect
both contexts. We then leverage a combination of three different similarity measures to predict types of code
elements. In case of StatType, we collect the stream of the resolved code elements as the source language
and the stream of types of the code elements as the target language. For the target language, similar to
COSTER, we collect the type of code elements such as variables, class objects, literals, function’s return type
and parameter. Next, we use the same Phrasal [37] tool used by the authors to train and test the statistical
machine translation model. We then collect the precision, recall and F1 score (F1) for top-1, top-3 and top-5
recommendations. We summarize the results in Table 5.2.
5.5.3 Evaluation
Both StatType and COSTER did not perform well for detecting types in JavaScript files, as shown in
Table 5.2. For the top-1 recommendation, the precision and recall of StatType are 28.69% and 25.73%,
respectively. Performance improves as we consider more recommendations but can only be considered as
mediocre. For example, the precision and recall reach to 49.36% and 47.28% for the top-5 recommenda-
tions,respectively. COSTER performs comparatively worse than the StatType. The precision and recall
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison of statically typed language based techniques StatType and
COSTER for JavaScript snippet
Technique Recc. Prec. Rec. F1
StatType
Top-1 28.69 25.73 27.13
Top-3 37.29 35.25 36.24
Top-5 49.36 47.28 48.30
COSTER
Top-1 17.34 12.84 14.75
Top-3 27.39 24.18 25.69
Top-5 32.61 28.41 30.37
of COSTER are 9.9-16.75% and 11.07-18.87%, respectively, lower than StatType for all recommendations.
However, both techniques performed remarkably well when applied for code snippets written in Java [96,113].
5.5.4 Discussion
To understand the reasons that contributed to such poor performance, we determined the differences between
Java and JavaScript languages considering the length of methods, identifiers, and the contexts (i.e., local and
global context) collected by COSTER. We used the GitHub dataset of COSTER [113] for Java and our
dataset for JavaScript. For both datasets, we consider the number of lines as the length of a method, the
number of characters as the length of an identifier, and the number of tokens as the length of the local and
global contexts. Fig. 5.2 summarizes the results. The reasons behind COSTER’s poor performance can be
derived as follows.
First, the global context does not play a significant role in JavaScript. This is because functions in
JavaScript are typically small in lengths compared to that of Java. Therefore, globally related tokens are
difficult to find in JavaScript. While the median function length of Java is 6 lines, the number drops to
3 for JavaScript, as shown in Figure 5.2(a). Moreover, the median length of global context in Java is 2.5
times higher than that of JavaScript (see Figure 5.2(d)). However, the differences drops significantly when
we compare the length of local contexts between Java and JavaScript datasets, as shown in Figure 5.2(c)).
The median values are 9 and 10 respectively. Thus, COSTER has a hard time collecting globally related
tokens for JavaScript comparing to Java and fails to show similar performance.
Second, the name of identifiers in JavaScript is comparatively shorter than that of Java, as shown in
Figure 5.2(b). While the median identifier length in JavaScript is 2 , the value reaches to 4 for Java. Thus
the name similarity measure in COSTER do not perform well when tested for JavaScript code snippets.
StatType fails to infer types that are less popular. Our dataset for JavaScript is dominated by any
type (46.62%). Such dominance in the dataset causes StatType to be biased to the any type. Thus, we
can conclude that type inference techniques developed for Java code snippets are not equally effective for
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Figure 5.2: Length of method in terms of line of code and identifier in terms of number of character
of Java and JavaScript
JavaScript code snippets. All these motivate us to investigate the problem further.
5.6 RQ2: Can we develop a type inference technique that can
address the limitations of techniques discussed in RQ1?
5.6.1 Motivation
Previously we observe that source code elements in JavaScript are also locally specific, meaning code elements
that are related to a type usage are closely located. COSTER already attempted to capture such localness
property of the source code by considering tokens that appear within the top and bottom four lines of a code
element whose type needs to be inferred. However, COSTER did not perform well for JavaScript that made
us interested in investigating other approaches (such as word embedding) to capture code elements that are












Figure 5.3: Overview of the training step of the proposed technique
5.6.2 Technique Description
In this section, we describe our proposed technique that infers the types of JavaScript code elements. The
steps of the technique are discussed below.
Collect Type Usage Context
We parse each JavaScript file using the TypeScript compiler, create the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and
collect the type usage context for each variable, class object, literal, function’s return type and parameter.
We refer to them as the code element unless specified otherwise. The type usage context of a code element
consists of tokens that include the types of identifiers, keywords, function calls, class objects, and operators
within the top and bottom four lines of that code element. Our selection of four lines is based on the fact that
we obtain the best result using this setting. For example, the context for class object impulse at line 3 would
be function, any, V ector3, V ector3, var, V ector3, =, new, BJSCANNON , V ec3, V ector3.x, V ector3.y,
V ector3.z, var, =, new, BJSCANNON , V ec3, V ector3.x, V ector3.y, V ector3.z, applyImpulse, V ector3,
V ector3. The primary motivation for choosing such a context is two-folded. First, the context contains locally
specific code tokens which are inspired by the principle of naturalness [45] and localness [128] properties of
the source code. Second, we consider the type information of code elements (i.e., identifiers) rather than
their lexical information. Such context showed good performance in prior studies [42,96].
We use an inverted index structure to organize type usage contexts along with their associated types.
Each type usage context appears as a document and tokens of those documents are used to index those sets
of documents. Such an index structure allows us to quickly retrieve types whose usage context matches with
that of a query context. Instead of implementing the inverted index structure from the scratch, we use the
implementation available in the Lucene search engine [18].
Training models
Next, we apply the Continuous Bag of Word (CBOW) architecture of Word2Vec [78] technique on the
training dataset (2 in Fig. 5.3). Word2Vec [78] is a word embedding technique that takes words/tokens from
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Code Element: resolved
Context: const, undefined, PackageRelativeUrl, ResolvedUrl, FileRelativeUrl,ScannedImport, if,
ResolvedUrl,undefined, return, return, undefined
True Type: ResolvedUrl
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the inference steps with an example [114] of the proposed technique
the training contexts as input and creates a d-dimensional continuous vector space. Each word/token is then
represented by a vector in such a way that, if plotted in a vector space, semantically similar words/tokens
appear close to each other [111]. There are two ways to create such a word vector. The first one is the
Continuous Bag of Word (CBOW) architecture where words/tokens are embedded into the vectors based
on their context. The other one is the Skim-gram architecture where the context is embedded based on the
word/token. We used the former one since it considers the whole context as one observation and predicts
the type based on the context during the inference step. For example, if contexts having tokens such as
Identifier and ImportKeyword are found frequently for the type String, the Word2Vec model will learn that
context with these tokens are very closely related to the type String. During inference, if any context with
such tokens are found, the model will predict the type String with a higher probability value.
Inferring Types
To infer the type of a code element, we follow the following sequence of steps. First, our proposed technique
collects the type usage context of a target code element that can be a variable, a class object, a literal, return
type of a function or a parameter. We use the term query element to refer to the target code element, the
associated type usage context as the query context and the actual type of the code element as the true type.
For our example shown in Fig. 5.4, code element resolved at line 10 is the query code element, ResolvedUrl
is the true type and the code tokens within 6-14 formulate the query context.
Second, we pass the query context (Cq) to the Inverted Index File (2 in Fig. 5.4) and it returns a ranked
list of all contexts with associated types that are stored during the training time. We then collect the top
500 usage contexts and their associated types. We use the term candidate context to refer to any element of
the list of contexts returned by the search engine. The types associated with those contexts are referred to as
the candidate types. Next, we calculate the context similarity score between the query and each candidate
context. To do that, we apply the Cosine [77] similarity method that use Eqn. 5.4 to calculate the context





× cosine(Cq, Cci) (5.4)
Here, No is the number of tokens of the candidate context that appear in the same order of that of query
context, and Nmatched is the number of tokens that are matched. The equation returns a score between 0
to 1, signifying the similarity between the query and each candidate context. In our example in Fig. 5.4,
the candidate context of type URLResolver has the highest context similarity score of 0.62 followed by the
candidate context of type any and ResolvedUrl.
Third, we present the query context to the previously trained Word2Vec model. Since the Word2Vec
model is learned using the entire training dataset, we refer to this as a global model. The model returns
a score for each type that represents how similar the type is given the query context. We pick top-k types
based on the Word2Vec score (4 in Fig. 5.4) and refine the list of candidate contexts based on these types
(5 in Fig. 5.4). In Fig. 5.4, Word2Vec score of ResolvedUrl becomes the highest followed by UrlResolver,
undefined, and so on.
Fourth, we present the query context to the local model (6 in Fig. 5.4). By local model we mean the
contexts inferred so far within the project associated by their types. To create the local model, we save the
context and the top-1 recommendation result after each inference as long as we remain on the same project. If
we consider that the given JavaScript snippet in Fig. 5.4 is the only code in the project, then the local model
for our example will consists of the contexts of all code elements before line 10 that are inferred so far with
their top-1 types. Contexts of local models are referred to as candidate local contexts and the top-1 types
are referred to as candidate local types. The motivation behind considering the local model is two-folded.
First, the global model can be biased by the types that have a very large number of examples, such as any.
The local model can help to skip such bias by capturing the project specific similarities. Second, the use
of a local model along with a global model is found effective in literature [43]. We calculate the context
similarity between the query context and each candidate local context using Eqn. 5.4 (7 in Fig. 5.4). In our
example, candidate local types such as ResolvedUrl are found having the highest local score followed by
PackageRelativeUrl, FileRelativeUrl and so on.
Finally, we sort the list of candidate types based on three scores: Word2Vec score, context similarity
score and local score (8 in Fig. 5.4). Word2Vec score (Simword2vec (Tci, Cq)) dictates how similar the ith
candidate type (Tci) is with the query context (Cq). Context similarity score (Simcon (Cq, Cci)) tells how
similar the ith candidate context (Cci) is with the query context (Cq) and the local context similarity score
(Simlocal (Cq, Clci)) captures the localness tendency of the query context (Cq) with respect to the ith local
candidate context (Clci). We use the Eqn. 5.5 to calculate the score of the ith candidate type (Score(Tci)):
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Score(Tci) = α× Simword2vec (Tci, Cq)
+ β × Simcon (Cq, Cci)
+ γ × Simlocal (Cq, Cci)
(5.5)
Here, α, β and γ are the coefficients of Word2Vec, context similarity, and local context similarity scores,
respectively. The coefficients are tuned using Hill Climbing Adaptive Learning algorithm [121]. The sorted
list of candidate types is considered as the top-k recommendations of the proposed technique. We calculate
the precision(Prec.), recall (Rec.) and F1 score (F1) for top-1, top-3 and top-5 recommendation for the
compared techniques, as shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Performance comparison of StatType, COSTER and the proposed technique
Algorithm Recc. Prec. Rec. F1
StatType
Top-1 28.69 25.73 27.13
Top-3 37.29 35.25 36.24
Top-5 49.36 47.28 48.30
COSTER
Top-1 17.34 12.84 14.75
Top-3 27.39 24.18 25.69
Top-5 32.61 28.41 30.37
Proposed
Technique
Top-1 53.14 46.21 49.43
Top-3 65.27 60.11 62.58
Top-5 79.24 73.51 76.27
5.6.3 Evaluation
Our proposed technique outperforms both StatType and COSTER with a big margin, as shown in Table 5.3.
The precision of the proposed technique for the top-1 recommendation is 24.45% higher than StatType and
35.77% higher than COSTER. The recall of the proposed technique is 20.48% and 33.37% higher than that of
StatType and COSTER respectively. The differences increase as we increase the number of recommendations.
In case of the precision, the difference increases from 24.45 to 29.88% for StatType and 35.8 to 46.63% for
COSTER when we increase the number of recommendation from 1 to 5. Similarly recall increases from
20.48 to 26.63% for StatType and 33.37 to 45.1% for COSTER. The differences of performances are also
statistically significant.
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5.7 RQ3: How do the deep learning techniques developed for
JavaScript perform in comparison with the proposed tech-
nique?
5.7.1 Motivation
Despite having promising results in different problems, prior studies [31, 43, 54, 76] show that deep learning
techniques are not always the best solution for different software engineering problems. Two state-of-the-art
deep learning-based type inference techniques are developed for JavaScript programs [42, 69]. This section
compares our proposed technique with those two state-of-the-art techniques to understand the importance
of using deep learning techniques.
5.7.2 Approach
We collected the publicly available code base of DeepTyper4 and NL2Type5. Similar to our approach,
DeepTyper collects the code elements and their types using TypeScript compiler. The technique then feeds
them into a bidirectional recurrent neural network to map the source language (i.e., code elements) to the
target language (i.e., types) using a sequence to sequence learning architecture. On the other hand, NL2Type
collects the JSDoc6, line comments and the formal signatures of the functions. Since the approach has no
support for the TypeScript, we implement an interface to collect the dataset for NL2Type using TypeScript
compiler.
5.7.3 Evaluation
DeepTyper and our proposed technique can detect types of variables, class objects, literals, function’s return
types and parameters. However, NL2Type focuses on detecting only the function’s parameters and return
type. Thus, we compare our technique with DeepTyper for all code elements. We calculate the precision
(Prec.), recall (Rec.) and F1 score (F1). The results of DeepTyper and our proposed technique are shown in
Table 5.4.
As shown in Table 5.4, DeepTyper has higher precision than our proposed technique. However, the
difference is not much significant, ranges between 1-1.5%. However, our technique achieves better recall
and F1 scores than the DeepTyper. The differences become more noticeable as we increase the number of
recommendations. For example, our technique achieves 5.27% higher recall values than the DeepTyper for





Table 5.4: Performance comparison of DeepTyper and the proposed technique for all code elements
Technique Recc. Prec. Rec. F1
DeepTyper
Top-1 54.21 45.29 49.35
Top-3 66.82 58.67 62.48
Top-5 80.19 68.24 73.73
Proposed
Technique
Top-1 53.14 46.21 49.43
Top-3 65.27 60.11 62.58
Top-5 79.24 73.51 76.27
the effect size. We found that the effect size is negligible (0.1) for precision. Next, we collect the results of
the function’s return type and their parameters for the proposed technique and DeepTyper. We compare the
results with that of NL2Type.
Table 5.5: Performance comparison of DeepTyper, NL2Type and the proposed technique for
function’s return type and their parameters
Technique Recc. Prec. Rec. F1
DeepTyper
Top-1 62.85 50.17 55.80
Top-3 75.28 61.28 67.56
Top-5 86.81 70.11 77.57
NL2Type
Top-1 63.57 52.17 57.31
Top-3 77.24 63.22 69.53
Top-5 85.22 71.28 77.63
Proposed
Technique
Top-1 61.35 55.72 58.40
Top-3 74.28 68.22 71.12
Top-5 84.83 75.81 80.07
Similar to the previous experiment, our proposed technique lacks precision by 0.5-3% whereas achieves a
better recall of 3-7% comparing with other techniques. Again, we observe that all differences are statistically
significant. However, we observe a negligible effect size for precision.
5.7.4 Discussion
In our evaluation, we see that the proposed technique is very competitive with the state-of-the-art deep
learning-based type inference techniques. However, deep learning techniques require a significant amount of
time and memory. Therefore, we are interested to compare the time and memory requirement with DeepTyper
and NL2Type. We consider the time required for extracting code tokens, training the technique and inferring
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types. To compare the memory requirements, we consider two different aspects. First, we calculate the size
of models and indexes. Second, we calculate both the random access memory (RAM) and the video random
access memory (VRAM) usages. The time required to parse the JavaScript code into the desired dataset is
the code extraction time, time to train the neural network or collecting Word2Vec and inverted index file is
the training time and the time to infer a code element is the inference time. The size of the neural network or
the word2vec model is the model size, the size of the inverted index file is the index size, and the amount of
CPU memory consumed while training is the RAM consumption and the amount of GPU memory consumed
while training is the VRAM consumption. All the results are shown in Table 5.6. For fair comparison we
used the same server having 12 CPUs of Intel Xeon processor with 2.10 GHz processing speed each, 32 GB
of memory and NVIDIA Tesla K20c with 4GB of memory.
Table 5.6: Time and memory comparison of Proposed Technique(Pro. Tech.), DeepTyper and
NL2Type
Criteria Pro. Tech. DeepTyper NL2Type
Code Extraction time (Hr) 9.3 9.6 9.3
Training Time (Hr) 9.9 63.7 54.3
Taining Time w/o GPU (Hr) 9.9 134 103
Inference Time (ms) 7.29 12.73 10.52
Model Size (MB) 5.8 71 57.9
Index Size (MB) 42.6 - -
RAM consumed (MB) 482 1492 752
VRAM consumed (MB) - 761 398
Our proposed technique requires the lowest amount of memory and time, as shown in Table 5.6. More
importantly, the proposed technique does not require any GPU support. The compared techniques are
time and memory efficient when GPU is provided. However, the proposed technique is 5-7 times faster
when all the techniques are executed with the help of GPU and 10-14 times faster when run without GPU
in case of training. The difference in training time can have a good impact, if a user wants to complete
training on a cloud server. For example, to complete the training in Amazon EC2 instances7, the proposed
technique will need 20-30 USD whereas DeepTyper needs 100-150 USD based on GPU or CPU instance, and
NL2Type needs 80-120 USD. The above results clearly show that the proposed technique is faster than the
compared techniques. In case of memory requirements, the proposed technique takes 17-30% less memory
to store the model, 1.5 to 3 time less RAM consumption than the compared techniques. Additionally, the
proposed technique does not require any VRAM. Thus, the proposed technique outperforms all the compared




This section investigates our design decisions and provides further insights about our proposed technique.
5.8.1 Sensitivity Analysis
The goal of this analysis is to validate different design decisions that we make to build our proposed technique.
Recall that we consider all code elements within the top and the bottom four lines of a code element to collect
the type usage context of that element. These include identifiers, keywords, function calls, class objects, and
operators. Our selection of four lines is based on the fact that increasing the number of lines beyond this
point increases the execution time without increasing the accuracy of the technique. To understand the effect
of different contexts, and similarity scores in case of the performance of the proposed technique, we conduct
a set of studies. Our initial context, C0, contains all tokens from the top four lines. We use Lucene search
engine to index types based on the associated contexts. To understand the effectiveness of using the search
engine and the context C0, we build a model M0 with training examples. Given the context of a code element
as a query, we leverage Lucene to search for types whose contexts match with the query context and to return
a ranked list of types. We build another model M1 where the search engine uses all tokens from the top and
bottom four lines. Next, we include the context similarity score with M1 to predict the types and we refer
to this model as the M2. We then use CBOW based Word2Vec technique to build another model, M3, to
understand the importance of using the word embedding technique. Finally, we leverage a local model with
M3 to understand the impact of using a local model. We train and test our technique using precision, recall
and F1 scores for all of the above cases.
Considering only tokens in the top four lines and using Lucene search engine, we obtain 21.43% of precision
and 11.86% of recall for the top-1 position, respectively. Next, we combine Lucene with tokens from the top
and bottom four lines. This helps to improve precision and recall by 2.95% and 4.57%, respectively. The
inclusion of the context similarity score improves both precision and recall that reach to 31.83% and 22.51%,
respectively. The inclusion of the Word2Vec with the previous model helps to obtain 42.18% precision and
29.62% recall. Finally, we obtain the best result when we consider all sources of information and all similarity
measures. The precision and the recall reach to 53.14%, and 46.21% for the top-1 recommendation. We also
observe a similar scenario for the top-3 and top-5 recommendations. Results from our study show that the
ranked list of types generated by only using the Lucene search engine is not much effective. The reason we
use Lucene is to quickly find a list of types whose usage contexts match with the query context. We employ
additional sources of information to further refine and rank that list of types..
5.8.2 Analysis of overlapping
We are interested in learning how different type inference techniques complement each other. We consider
DeepTyper, NL2Type and our proposed technique for this analysis. For this study, we consider the top-1
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Table 5.7: Sensitivity Analysis
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Top-1 53.14 46.21 49.43
Top-3 65.27 60.11 62.58
Top-5 79.24 73.51 76.27
recommendation and we refer to a test example as a data point. The overlapping of correctly predicted
types between DeepTyper and our proposed technique is shown in Figure 5.5a. Since NL2Type only focus
on predicting the type of function’s parameters and the return type, we use Figure 5.5b to show how many
of the correctly predicted types overlap between NL2Type and our proposed technique.
Among all the data points that are correctly predicted by either DeepTyper or our proposed technique,
77.2% of those data points are common between both techniques. 11.9% and 10.9% of those data points are
by only our proposed techniques and by DeepTyper, respectively. The percentage of overlapping between our
proposed technique and NL2Type is 88.1% considering all the data points that are correctly predicted by any
of these two techniques. While 6.5% of those data points are correctly predicted by our proposed technique
only, the value drops to 5.4% for NL2Type. The above findings have two important implications. First, our
proposed technique can correctly predict types that cannot be detected by the other two techniques, indicating
the usefulness of our proposed technique. Second, we see an opportunity to improve the performance of type




Figure 5.5: Overlapping analysis of the instances correctly predicted in top-1 by the proposed
technique, DeepTyper, NL2Type
5.8.3 Effect of the number of training examples
We are interested in learning how our proposed technique performs for types having a different number of
examples in the training dataset. We then compare the result with that of DeepTyper. Two observations
can be made from such an analysis. First, such an analysis can help us to understand whether the competing
techniques can able to predict rarely seen types. Second, it evaluates the effectiveness of the techniques for
frequently occurred types. To do the analysis, we divide the test cases into two groups: (a) cases belong
to any type and (b) cases belong to the remaining 2,666 types. We separate the test cases of any types
because it is very dominant (46.62%) in the dataset. Next, we divide the test cases in the other group into
five sub-groups based on the usage frequency of those types in the dataset. We refer to the first group as the
very unpopular types (VU). The usage frequency of the types in this group is no more than 5% of the total
examples. The types whose usage frequency ranges between 6-25% fall under the unpopular types (UP).
The usage frequency of the next two groups ranges between 26-50% and 51-75%. They are referred to as the
popular (P) and very popular types (VP), respectively. The last group is called the extremely popular types
(EP) whose usage frequency ranges between 76-100%. We report the performance of our proposed technique
across these five groups of types and we compare the result with that of DeepTyper. We discard NL2Type
from this analysis because the technique cannot infer all types that are detected by DeepTyper or by our
proposed technique. Thus, no fair comparison can be made possible.
The recall of our proposed technique is higher than the DeepTyper for all different groups of types by
5-12%, as shown in Table 5.8. Our proposed technique has lower precision in the case of any, very popular
and extremely popular types. However, the differences are very small, ranges between 0.5-2.5%. On the
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Table 5.8: Effect of number of training examples
Type(% of data)
DeepTyper Proposed Technqiue
Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1
any (47%) 63.24 51.27 56.63 62.75 58.29 60.44
VU (1-5)% 18.43 9.43 12.48 24.83 18.62 21.28
UP (6-25)% 22.19 11.49 15.14 29.17 22.43 25.36
P (26-50)% 26.14 14.23 18.43 32.18 25.73 28.60
VP (51-75)% 44.76 30.75 36.46 43.35 36.82 39.82
EP (76-100)% 69.95 56.18 62.31 67.42 61.82 64.50
contrary, our proposed technique has 6.40%, 6.98%, and 6.04% higher precision than DeepTyper for the very
unpopular, popular and less popular types, respectively.
5.8.4 Limitations
This section discusses the limitations of our proposed technique.
First, the TypeScript compiler returns any type if it cannot bind the type properly. We observe in
some cases our technique disagrees with the compiler by returning types other than the any. However the
type returned from our technique in some of these cases found to be more appropriate. For example, the
TypeScript compiler returns any as the type of the code token isValidPrivKey (see line 2) as shown in Fig. 5.6
whereas our technique finds it as a function that returns a boolean value.
Figure 5.6: An example where TypeScript compiler extract wrong type [114].
Second, 2.4% of functions in our dataset contain only one line of code. Our technique fails to detect types
of code elements in those cases because those code elements have very little or no prior context to collect.
For example, the proposed technique fails to infer the types of arr and i as shown in Fig. 5.7. One possible
solution is to consider the documentation in those cases to address such issues. However, such cases are not
very common.
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Figure 5.7: An example where the proposed technique failed to infer types [114].
5.9 Key Findings
In our study, we find the following key findings that might motive future research on type inference.
(a) Type inference techniques may not generalize across different programming languages: In
our RQ1, we found that the type inference techniques developed for Java performed poorly for the JavaScript
language. This mostly contributed by the differences in programming language structures. JavaScript meth-
ods tend to be small in size and developers typically use short names for identifiers compared to that of Java.
Furthermore, the any type is more popular is JavaScript than any other types. Such an imbalance in type
usages makes it difficult to infer types in JavaScript. Thus, future research should consider evaluating type
inference techniques across different programming languages to achieve generalizability.
(b) Understanding the differences between programming languages needs a priority: While
analyzing the result in RQ1, we found several differences between Java and JavaScript languages that affect
the performance of type inference techniques. Thus, it is important to understand the differences between
programming languages so that tool developers can make informed decisions. While COSTER was unable
to find a global context in JavaScript code snippets due to the short method length, that was not the case
for the local context. Such an understanding helped us to decide what needs to be changed to address
the limitations of COSTER. Thus, future research should focus more on understanding how programming
languages are different from each other.
(c) Applications of deep learning techniques need to be carefully justified: Prior studies
[31,43,54,76] show that deep learning techniques may not be the best choice for software engineering problems.
Our study also support their findings. The deep neural network can find a nonlinear relation between the
data. However, such a relationship may not always exist in the data. Furthermore, deep learning techniques
are computationally more expensive than traditional machine learning techniques. It is thus important to
apply alternative techniques first to justify the need for deep learning techniques. Future research should
explain the need for deep learning techniques for the problem first.
5.10 Threats to validity
This section discusses threats to the validity of this study.
First, the dataset we used in this study is created by collecting JavaScript projects from GitHub. One can
argue that our findings may not generalize to a different dataset. However, we would like to point to the fact
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that we considered a large number of projects in our study. All these projects are active in the development
and have a long development history. Thus, our results should largely carry forward.
Second, we choose the Word2Vec algorithm to determine embedding of code tokens and the cosine simi-
larity as the string similarity measure. Other word embedding techniques or string similarity measures can
give different results. However, we obtained the best results using the Word2Vec algorithm and the cosine
similarity measure.
Third, we re-implemented StatType and COSTER to work with JavaScript code snippets. While we
cannot guarantee that our implementation do not contain any errors, we took great care to avoid such errors.
5.11 Summary
This study explores different aspects of type inference tasks for the dynamically typed programming lan-
guages, such as JavaScript. We evaluate two state-of-the-art type inference techniques developed for the
statically typed programming language (i.e., Java) to understand the effectiveness of those techniques to
detect types in JavaScript code. Results from our analysis show that they could not infer more than 50%
of code elements accurately for top-5 recommendations. Next, we try to capture the localness property of
JavaScript code and propose a technique based on the same principle. The results of the proposed technique
are found 20-47% more accurate than the statically typed language based type inference techniques. Finally,
we compare the proposed technique with state-of-the-art deep learning techniques developed for inferring
types in JavaScript code. We find that our proposed technique is 5-14 times faster than the deep learning





Developers rely on Application Programming Interface (API) usages to fasten the development time as well
as the effort of writing those code from scratch [10,20,113,144]. However such libraries and APIs need to be
learned in order to use them effectively. To learn the APIs, developers follow either documentation or code
completion feature of IDEs or the online question answer forums [10,27,96].
Studies [99,120] shows that documentations are not always available and they contain a lot of text. Thus
learning APIs using documentation remain impractical. Singer [20] also found that developers prefer code
examples than the documentation to learn the APIs. Code completion feature in the IDEs helps the developer
to learn the usages of the APIs within the code editor. Thus the feature is found to be one of the top ten
used commands by the developers [81]. However, the code completion feature in IDEs is very trivial and is
not a great help to the developers. A number of method name [10, 84, 98], argument [9, 66, 144] and code
completion [45, 86, 89, 106, 128] techniques are proposed in the literature. However, none of them is suitable
for the method call along with the argument completion. Finally, learning through online forums is hindered
due to the code snippets are being nonexecutable [96, 113, 120]. To alleviate the challenges of the online
forums code snippets, several studies [28, 96, 108, 120] are conducted. However, the studies limit themselves
either within the documentation or locally specific code tokens. Moreover, the techniques designed statically
typed programming language are very unlikely to work for dynamically typed programming languages.
In our first study, we formulate the method call along with the argument completion problem as a
sequence to sequence learning task. We captured the lexical, syntactic and semantic contexts of a method
call as the sequence of input. The lexical context is defined as the code tokens within the top four lines
of the method call, syntactic context is the AST information of the previous lines of code and semantic
context is the type information of the identifier present in the previous lines of the code. Such representation
of code is motivated by the prior studies [86, 129] that show better performance of the machine learning
models when represented in different ways for Software Engineering problems. The contexts are passed
through an attention mechanism based neural encoder-decoder model that returns a list of method names
along with arguments as the completion suggestions. Evaluation results with six state-of-the-art method
name, argument, code completion and program synthesis techniques for ten large subject systems and three
frameworks show that the proposed technique, DAMCA achieves 5-25% more accuracy and 10-30% more
MRR than the compared techniques for both inter-cross project settings.
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Next, we explore the techniques that resolve the Fully Qualified Name (FQN) of the API element for
the online forum code. We found that the techniques consider only the code element within the scope that
causes poor performance. Moreover, the techniques behave poorly for the APIs that have a small number
of examples in the training dataset. Thus we propose a novel context-sensitive technique, COSTER that
considers code elements within the top and bottom four lines (local context), as well as the method calls
related to the API elements (global context) as the context. The candidate FQNs for a given API element is
generated based on the common contexts shared by the API elements and the examples stored at Occurrence
Likelihood Dictionary (OLD). Finally, the candidate list is sorted based on likelihood, context similarity,
and name similarity scores. While evaluating the proposed techniques with two state-of-the-art techniques
for 600K code examples collected from Github and Stack Overflow, we find that the proposed technique
improves the precision by 4-6% and recall by 3-22% with one-tenth reduced training time than the compared
techniques. We find the answer to why the proposed technique outperforms the compared techniques while
analyzing the results using sensitivity, an increasing number of the library, API popularity, receiver expression
types, and mapping cardinality analyses.
While conducting the previous study, we find that the techniques developed for the type inference of stat-
ically typed programming language (e.g, Java) claim that they will work for dynamically typed programming
language (e.g, JavaScript) without any empirical evaluation. Thus, we investigate the techniques developed
for Java with the 25 million code examples of JavaScript collected from the Github. The investigation results
suggest that the techniques lose more than 50% of the accuracy when applied for the JavaScript examples.
While analyzing the result we find the locally specific code tokens in case of dynamically typed program-
ming languages have more semantic similarity than the lexical or syntactic similarities. Thus we proposed
a technique in our Study 3 that leverages the locally specific code tokens of a code element and utilizes the
Word2Vec, context similarity as the global models, and previous type inference outputs from the same project
as a local model to infer the type of the code elements. The combination of global and local models helps to
improve the result by 20-47% than the techniques developed for Java. We also observe that there are some
deep learning based techniques [42,69] for the type inference of JavaScript. When we compare the proposed
technique with these techniques, we find the proposed technique performs 5-14 times faster than the deep
learning techniques without sacrificing accuracy. In this study too we find the answer to better performance
of the proposed technique than the compared techniques when analyze the results using overlapping and
number of training examples analyses.
6.2 Future Works
While in this thesis, we explore different items as context while solving different recommendation tasks. In
the future, we like to explore more problems that use context for both statically and dynamically typed
programming languages. This section discussed our plans with the research works in this thesis.
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Deep Method Argument Recommendation: In this study, we explore sequence to sequence learning
for solving the argument completion along with the method name. Our study focuses primarily on Java code
snippets. However, the technique can be explored for the same problem in other languages such as C#,
JavaScript, Python and so on. Moreover, the sequence to sequence technique would be explored to other
software engineering problems that include other forms of code completion, bug localization, code search and
so on. Lastly, few neural network-based learning mechanisms such as Memory Network [133], Neural Turing
Machine [36], Generative adversarial networks [35] and so on are proposed in recent times. We will like to
explore such learning mechanisms in our future studies.
Context Sensitive Type Inference for Java: We use different types of context while resolving the
API elements in this study. There are several software engineering problems such as code completion, code
search, bug detection where contexts are needed to be considered. In the future, we will explore both local and
global contexts in the above-mentioned problems. Moreover, we are planning to use string similarity functions
such as string search, word embedding and so on with our current implementation. These methods are well
established and used in a lot of software engineering problems successfully. Lastly, we like to incorporate text
to code linking techniques with COSTER. In our limitation, we stated that, for a very small code snippet,
COSTER is ineffective. In those cases, text to code linking techniques can be a good choice. So we will
establish a mechanism to combine the text to code linking techniques with COSTER.
Type Inference technique for dynamically typed programming language: In this study, we found
that the inference techniques developed for statically typed programming language (i.e. Java) perform poorly
for dynamically typed programming language (i.e, JavaScript). There are a number of studies where the
techniques are developed for statically programming languages. In the future, we will explore the effectiveness
of these techniques for dynamically typed programming language. Furthermore, one of our key ideas states
that developing different techniques for different languages can not be the solution. Therefore, our future
research direction would be developing techniques that will be effective for all languages. Lastly, we find that
deep learning techniques, DeepTyper, NLP2Type can be replaced by a simpler, fast and white box technique.
In the future, we will analyze deep learning techniques applied to different software engineering problems and
whether they can be replaced by simpler techniques or not.
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